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 EXECUTIVE SUMMARY Section 1.  

This formative evaluation examined Harmonization and the transition and implementation from the Aboriginal 
Economic Development (AED) portfolio of four programs to the Northern Aboriginal Economic Opportunities Program 
(NAEOP) which is composed of two funds.  

 

 
The evaluation has concluded that: 

The four programs within the Aboriginal Economic Development (AED) portfolio were successfully 
Harmonized into NAEOP’s two funding streams, one for community-based projects and one for 
entrepreneur business-based projects.  

Except for the need to overhaul the Performance Measurement Strategy, the policy component of 
the transition is largely completed.  

The operational transition has been initiated and work remains to improve procedures and controls. 
 
Excluding the positive impacts attributable to the introduction of multi-year funding; no appreciable 
changes in the types and numbers of funded economic development projects were identified. 
 

 

Updated Report 
The final report was initially submitted and presented to CanNor on 16 August 2017. In March 2018, CanNor 
provided the evaluation team with additional information on core-funding. This information has been reviewed by the 
evaluators and addressed in this updated report; resulting in revisions to the conclusions and recommendation on 
core-funding; with the major change being clearer identification of core-funding eligibility for Indigenous organizations 
under NAEOP.  

Purpose and Scope 
Started in December 2016, the purpose of this formative evaluation was to:  
 

 Review the implementation and impacts of Harmonization and the Transition to NAEOP;  
 Identify areas for program administration and delivery improvements;  
 Examine the need for core-funding; and, 
 Determine CanNor’s readiness for the 2018-2019 summative evaluation of NAEOP. 

This formative evaluation does not identify, attribute or quantify program results. A summative evaluation, which will 
be conducted at a future date by CanNor, will focus on the degree to which the desired outcomes specified within the 
Logic Model have been achieved; and, the extent to which the policy and program have contributed to the 
achievement of program outcomes. 
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The scope of the evaluation covers the five-years of CanNor Indigenous economic development programs in the 
Territories:  

• AED programming from 2011-2012 to 2013-2014; and,
• NAEOP programing for 2014-2015 and 2015-2016. 

Methods and Methodological Challenges 
The methods employed during the evaluation included: 

 A Document Review of key policy, program and other documents identified by CanNor;
 63 Project File Reviews of randomly selected project files, 21 per Region;
 96 Key Informant Interviews;
 18 Project Profiles, 6 per Region; and,
 Site visits in Nunavut, Yellowknife, Whitehorse and Ottawa.

Several methodological challenges were encountered which resulted in complications and delays in completing the 
evaluation: 

 Harmonization and Transition Objectives Not Clearly Defined: During the Document Review page eight
of the 2012 Vision for the Harmonization of NAEOP, Renovation in the North [2012 Vision] was identified as
the base document which described the purpose and intent of Harmonization. During the planning phase of
the evaluation, the 2012 Vision document was used to prepare the Evaluation Objectives, Evaluation
Questions and Research Questions which formed the basis for the development of the data gathering
instruments, including the interview guides and questionnaires.

During the Key Informant interviews in March 2017, two documents were found which had not been
identified and included within the Document Review:
o Program Renewal, Staff Briefing, March18-19, 2014, a copy of which is presented in Appendix 3.
o CanNor Aboriginal Economic Development Program Harmonization Transition Plan, a copy of which is

presented in Appendix 6.

These documents demonstrated that the 2012 Vision document was not an accurate or complete reflection 
of the purpose and intent of the 2014 Harmonization and the Transition to NAEOP.  

The new information resulted in: 
o The data gathering and analysis conducted prior to identifying the two documents in March 2017 being

revisited;
o The Evaluation Objectives and Evaluation Questions were rewritten;
o Additional Key Informant interviews being conducted;
o Additional research, interviews and analysis was conducted which resulted in identifying new findings;

and,
o The completion date for the evaluation was extended, primarily to accommodate the additional work.

• Performance Measurement Strategy Is Too Focused on Administrative Outputs: CanNor’s August 
2013 Performance Measurement Strategy (PMS) is too focused on administrative outputs rather than 
program outcomes. Only one of the 15 performance indicators identified in the PMS addresses program 
outcomes; while the other 14 performance indicators address administrative outputs. Also, the performance 
indicators are not quantitatively measurable. 
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 Project Files Lack Results-based Information: The review of the project files did not produce much of the 
sought for information. As a result, it became necessary to increase the number of Key Informant interviews 
from 57 to 104, an 82% increase. Some of the sought for information was identified.  

Conclusions and Recommendations 
This formative evaluation addressed seven Evaluation Objectives [EO] and produced conclusions and 
recommendations for each. 

Evaluation Objective #1: Program Design and Changes 

What were NAEOP’s original and current management and program objectives and the expected benefits to 
be achieved from the Harmonization of the four AED programs (ABDP, CEDP, CEOP and CSSP) into 
NAEOP? 

Conclusion: Harmonization of AED into NAEOP was successful; the expected benefits of Harmonization 
have been addressed; and, most of the operational Transition tasks were addressed. All but one of AED’s 
Eligible Recipients and Eligible Projects were retained and included within NAEOP. 

Recommendation: Develop an updated Transition Plan to complete the implantation of NAEOP. Section 11 
proposes some specific tasks that could be included within an updated transition plan. 

Evaluation Objective #2: Effectiveness 

Has NAEOP resulted in improved administrative effectiveness of delivery? [Effectiveness] 

Conclusion: Harmonization and the transition to NAEOP did not produce any measurable levels of 
increased effectiveness as some key implementation tasks have not been completed. 

Recommendation: Use the updated Transition Plan to guide the completion the implantation of NAEOP from 
an effectiveness perspective. 

Evaluation Objective #3: Efficiency 

Has NAEOP resulted in increased administrative and operational efficiencies? [Efficiencies]  

Conclusion: Harmonization and the transition to NAEOP did not produce any measurable increases in 
efficiency as some streamlining implementation tasks have not been completed. 

Recommendation: Use the updated Transition Plan to complete the implantation of NAEOP from an 
efficiency perspective. 

Evaluation Objective #4: Impact 

What are the direct and indirect impacts of the Harmonization of the four Indigenous economic development 
programs upon program delivery? [Impact] 

Conclusion: The impact of Harmonization and the Transition to NAEOP did not have any appreciable 
impacts upon program delivery except for the positive impacts of multi-year funding and the negative 
impacts from the cuts to core-funding. 

Recommendation: None required. 
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Evaluation Objective #5: Core-funding 

What has been the impact of reduced core-funding and its planned elimination? 

Conclusion: There is a consensus that core-funding and core-like-funding improves the ability of Indigenous 
Economic Development organizations to support economic development. 

Conclusion: The proposal-based approach towards core-like-funding is possible through the development of 
clear directives, guidelines and templates. 

Recommendation: Maintain core-funding to the Indigenous Economic Development Organizations until a 
workable proposal-based funding approach or other alternative is developed.  

Evaluation Objective #6: Relevance 

Is NAEOP aligned with current government priorities and federal initiatives? [Relevance]. 

Conclusion: NAEOP is relevant and it is aligned with current government priorities and federal initiatives. 

Recommendation: None required. 

Evaluation Objective #7: Program Improvements and Measurement 

What actions are required to improve program performance and prepare for the summative evaluation? 
[Program Improvements]. 

Conclusion: Program improvements and performance measurement can be achieved with the design and 
implementation of a combined Change Management Plan and Transition Plan.  

Recommendation: None required. 

Conclusion: CanNor does not have the policy tools (PMS etc.) and the results-based data needed to 
conduct a successful a summative of NAEOP in 2018.  

Recommendation: Develop a PMS that is results-based and which focuses on program results and not 
administrative outputs. 

Conclusion: CanNor’s operational procedures, interpretations, guidelines and controls are lacking and/or 
outdated.  

Recommendation: Develop new and update existing operational procedures, interpretations, guidelines and 
controls reflecting the transition to NAEOP. 

Conclusion: Reducing reporting burden and improving the measurement of results can be achieved through 
the development of reporting templates that are linked to the performance indicators within an updated 
PMS. 

Recommendation: Develop reporting templates linked to the performance indicators in an updated PMS. 
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2.2 Acronyms 

Brief explanations and descriptions are provided with the acronyms to improve the readability and comprehension of 
this report. 

Table 1: Acronyms Employed in this Report 
ABDP Aboriginal Business Development Program 

One of four parts of the AED suite of economic development programs that existed prior to April 1, 
2014 that also included CEDP, CEOP and CSSP.  

AED Aboriginal Economic Development Program 
A suite of four economic development programs that existed prior to April 1, 2014. AED included: 
ABDP, CEDP, CEOP and CSSP. 

AFI Aboriginal Financial Institution 
Institutions approved by CanNor and/or INAC to provide financial and other support to Indigenous 
organizations, communities and individuals. 

ASAinc Auguste Solutions and Associates Inc 
The consulting team contracted by CanNor to conduct the formative evaluation of the Northern 
Aboriginal Economic Opportunities Program (NAEOP) 

ASDP Alternate Service Delivery Partners 
Indigenous institutions that assist CanNor in delivering the Entrepreneurship Business 
Development (EBD) stream portions of NAEOP to Indigenous organizations, communities and 
individuals. 

CanNor Canadian Northern Economic Development Agency 
CanNor was established in 2009 and it reports to the Minister of Innovation, Science and Economic 
Development. CanNor works to help develop a diversified, sustainable, and dynamic economy 
across Canada's three territories. 

CEDP Community Economic Development Program  
One of four parts of the AED suite of economic development programs, accessed by Indigenous 
Economic Development Organizations, that existed prior to April 1, 2014 that also included ABDP, 
CEOP and CSSP. 

CEOP Community Economic Opportunities Program 
One of four parts of the AED suite of economic development programs that existed prior to April 1, 
2014 that also included ABDP, CEDP and CSSP.  

CROP Community Readiness and Opportunities Planning Fund  
Part of NAEOP suite, new since April 1, 2014. 
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CSSP Community Support Services Program 
One of four parts of the AED suite of economic development programs that existed prior to April 1, 
2014 that also included ABDP, CEDP and CEOP. 

EBD Entrepreneurship and Business Development Fund  
Part of NAEOP suite, new since April 1, 2014 

EO Evaluation Objectives 
Strategic in nature, they are presented as questions, addressing the broad areas to be addressed 
by the evaluation. 

EQ Evaluation Questions 
These are sub-sets of the Evaluation Objectives, asking more specific questions, the responses to 
which will be used to respond to the Evaluation Objectives. 

IEDO Indigenous Economic Development Organizations 
Indigenous organizations that support Indigenous economic development 

INAC Indigenous and Northern Affairs Canada 
Federal Government Department previously responsible for the AED programs. 

NAEOP Northern Aboriginal Economic Opportunities Program  
Effective April 1, 2014, this is a suite of two programs including CROP and EBD. 

SDP Service Delivery Partners (Same as ASDP) 
Indigenous institutions that assist CanNor in delivering the Entrepreneurship Business 
Development (EBD) stream of NAEOP to Indigenous organizations, communities and individuals.  

SOW Statement of Work 
Was included within the RFP that resulted in the contract for the evaluation of NAEOP. 

XDO External Delivery Organizations 
Indigenous institutions that assist CanNor in delivering the Entrepreneurship Business 
Development (EBD) stream of NAEOP to Indigenous organizations, communities and individuals. 
EDOs recommend project for approval to CanNor. XDOs do not have the authority to approve 
funding. 

 

 

2.3 Glossary of Terms 

The following evaluation terms are defined in Treasury Board Secretariat’s Results-Based Management Lexicon. 1 

Effectiveness: The extent to which an organization, policy, program or initiative is meeting its expected results. 
Related term: Cost Effectiveness - The extent to which an organization, program, policy or initiative is using the most 
appropriate and efficient means in achieving its expected results relative to alternative design and delivery 
approaches. 

Efficiency: The relationship between the outputs and results of an organization, policy, program or initiative and the 
resources used to produce them. 

Evaluation: The systematic collection and analysis of evidence on the outcomes of programs to make judgments 
about their relevance, performance and alternative ways to deliver them or to achieve the same results. 

Expected Result: An outcome that a program, policy or initiative is designed to produce. 
                                                             
1  This glossary of terms was obtained from the Government of Canada website: https://www.canada.ca/en/treasury-board-

secretariat/services/audit-evaluation/centre-excellence-evaluation/results-based-management-lexicon.html. Viewed March 
12, 2017. 

https://www.canada.ca/en/treasury-board-
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Input: The financial and non-financial resources used by organizations to implement policies, programs and 
initiatives to produce outputs and accomplish outcomes. E.g., Funds, personnel, equipment and supplies.  

Logic Model: A depiction of the causal or logical relationships between activities inputs, outputs and the outcomes of 
a given policy, program or initiative 

Outcomes/Results: An external consequence attributed, in part, to an organization, policy, program or initiative. 
Outcomes are not within the control of a single organization, policy, program or initiative; instead they are within the 
area of the organization's influence. Outcomes are usually further qualified as immediate, intermediate, or ultimate 
(final), expected, direct, etc. Three types of outcomes related to the logic model are defined as: 

Immediate Outcome: An outcome that is directly attributable to a policy, program or initiative's outputs. In terms of 
time frame and level, these are short-term outcomes and are often at the level of an increase in awareness of a 
target population. 

Intermediate Outcome: An outcome that is expected to logically occur once one or more immediate outcomes have 
been achieved. In terms of time frame and level, these are medium-term outcomes and are often at the change of 
behaviour level among a target population. 

Final Outcome: The highest-level outcome that can be reasonably attributed to a policy, program or initiative in 
causal manner, and is the consequence of one or more intermediate outcomes having been achieved. These 
outcomes usually represent the raison d'être of a policy, program or initiative. They are long-term outcomes that 
represent a change of state of a target population. Ultimate outcomes of individual programs, policies or initiatives 
contribute to the higher-level departmental Strategic Outcomes. 

Output: Direct products or services stemming from the activities of an organization, policy, program or initiative, and 
usually within the control of the organization itself. E.g., pamphlet, research study, water treatment plant and training 
session. 

Performance: What a government did with its resources to achieve its results, how well those results compare to 
what the government intended to achieve and how well lessons learned have been identified. 

Performance Indicator / Performance Measure: A qualitative or quantitative means of measuring an output or 
outcome, with the intention of gauging the performance of an organization, program, policy or initiative respecting 
expected results. Quantitative performance measures are composed of a number and a unit. The number provides 
the magnitude (how much) and the unit gives the number its meaning (what). E.g., number of written complaints 
received. 

Performance Measurement: The process and systems of selection, development and on-going use of performance 
measures to guide decision-making. 

Performance Monitoring: The ongoing, systematic process of collecting, analyzing and using performance 
information to assess and report on an organization's progress in meeting expected results and, if necessary, adjust 
to ensure these results are achieved. 

Performance Reporting: The process of communicating evidence-based performance information. Performance 
reporting supports decision-making, accountability and transparency. 

Program: A group of related activities that are designed and managed to meet a specific public need and often 
treated as a budgetary unit. 

Results: Refer to the above definition for Outcomes.   
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2.4 Qualitative Quantifiers Used in This Report 

A portion of the information presented in this report was drawn from a relatively small number of individuals and 
examples; and, not from a statistically representative sample. To avoid the perception that the information is 
statistically representative, while at the same time providing a quantitative indication of the responses and findings, 
five quantitative-adjectives are used: 
  

 All . . . 100% of respondents, observations and/or findings; 
 Majority / Most / Large . . . At least 75% but less than 100% of the respondents or observations; 
 Many / Much . . . At least 50% but less than 75% of the respondents or observations; 
 Some . . . At least 25% but less than 50% of the respondents or observations; and, 
 Few . . . At least two respondents but less than 25% of the respondents or observations. 
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 PURPOSE, METHODS AND EVALUATION OBJECTIVES AND QUESTIONS Section 3. 

This section: 

 Identifies the purpose and scope of the evaluation;
 Presents the methods employed to conduct the evaluation and the methodological challenges that were

encountered; and,
 Presents the Evaluation Objectives and Evaluation Question.

3.1 Purpose and Scope 

This formative evaluation, also called an interim or mid-term evaluations, examined Harmonization and the 
implementation of the Northern Aboriginal Economic Opportunities Program (NAEOP). Harmonization is described by 
CanNor as the merging of the four AED (Aboriginal Economic Development) programs into NAEOP:  

 AED was composed of four programs: ABDP (Aboriginal Business Development Program), CEDP
(Community Economic Development Program), CEOP (Community Economic Opportunities Program) and
CSSP (Community Support Services Program); and,

 NAEOP is composed of two streams: CROP (Community Readiness and Opportunities Planning Fund) and
EBD (Entrepreneurship and Business Development Fund)

The purpose of this formative evaluation is to: 

 Review the implementation and impacts of CanNor's Harmonized NAEOP programs;
 Identify areas where there is potential for program administration and delivery improvements;
 Examine the need for core funding; 2 3 and,
 Identify areas where changes might be needed in preparation for a future summative evaluation.

The broad objectives of this evaluation are: 

 Identifying the status of Harmonization and the implementation of NAEOP;
 Identifying the impacts of Harmonization; and,
 Proposing changes to the implementation of NAEOP and program delivery that will increase the efficiency,

effectiveness and expected results.

The evaluation covers the five-years of CanNor Indigenous economic development program in the Territories: 

• AED programming from 2011-2012 to 2013-2014; and,
• NAEOP programing for 2014-2015 and 2015-2016. 

2  CanNor defines core-funding, under the NAEOP program, as ‘allocation-based’ CROP funding intended for funding 
recipients who received annual population-based allocations under the previous Community Economic Development 
Program (CEDP).   

3  In 2013-2014, CanNor made the decision to progressively shift the funding dedicated to allocation-based funding (core 
funding) toward project-based funding. This evaluation examined the implementation of this decision and the need for 
allocation-based funding. 
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This formative evaluation does not:  
 

 Identify, attribute or quantify program results. A summative evaluation, which will be conducted at a future 
date by CanNor, will focus on the degree to which desired outcomes specified within the Logic Model have 
been achieved; and, the extent to which the policy and program have contributed to the achievement of 
outcomes. 
 

 Address CanNor’s other programs: Strategic Investments in Northern Economic Development (SINED); 
Northern Adult Basic Education Program (NABEP); Community Infrastructure Improvement Fund (CIIF); nor 
the work being done by CanNor to promote the inclusion and use of official language minority communities. 
 

 

3.2 Methods Employed and Challenges Encountered 

This Sub-section describes each of the evaluation methods employed during this evaluation; the methodological 
challenges that were encountered, if any; and, the solutions that were adapted and used during the evaluation. 

Document Review   

During the program initiation phase, CanNor and ASAinc evaluators worked together to identify the types of 
documents to be reviewed; and, CanNor searched their files to provide copies to the evaluators. As the evaluation 
progressed, additional documents were identified, and these were added to the list of documents to be reviewed. The 
types of documents that were identified to be included in the Document Review were:  
 

 Policies and standards; 
 Previous studies and evaluations; 
 Financial and statistical information; 
 Program Terms and Conditions; 
 Press releases; 
 Program guidelines; 
 Administrative manuals and guides; 
 Performance measurement strategy; and, 
 Information posted on CanNor’s and other Government of Canada websites.

The documents that were found and reviewed are listed in Appendix 1, Bibliography.  

Methodological Challenge/Solution: Harmonization and Transition Objectives Not Clearly Defined:  

Lacking other documents, CanNor identified page eight of the 2012 Vision for the Harmonization of NAEOP, 
Renovation in the North [2012 Vision] as the base document to be used during the evaluation. A copy of page 8 of 
the 2012 Vision is presented in Appendix 2. 

The 2012 Vision was used by the evaluators to prepare the Evaluation Objectives, Evaluation Questions and 
Research Questions which formed the basis for the development of the data gathering instruments, including the 
interview guides and questionnaires. While the 2012 Vision document was widely distributed within CanNor, it was 
found during the first three months of the evaluation that some of the ideas and targets presented in the document 
had not been included within Harmonization.   
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In March 2017, during one of the final Key Informant interviews, two documents were identified which had not been 
found and included within the Document Review: 

 Program Renewal, Staff Briefing, March18-19, 2014, a copy of which is presented in Appendix 3.  
 CanNor Aboriginal Economic Development Program Harmonization Transition Plan, a copy of which is 

presented in Appendix 6. 

These documents demonstrated that the 2012 Vision document was not an accurate or complete reflection of the 
purpose and intent of the 2014 Harmonization and the Transition to NAEOP. The new information obtained from 
these documents resulted in: 
 

 The data-gathering and analysis conducted prior to identifying the two documents in March was revisited;  
 The Evaluation Objectives and Evaluation Questions were rewritten; 
 Additional Key Informant interviews being conducted;  
 Additional research, interviews and analysis was conducted which resulted in identifying new findings; and, 
 The completion date for the evaluation was extended to accommodate the additional work. 

Project File Review, Method 

All CanNor’s AED and NAEOP projects for the period 2011-2012 to 2015-2016 were identified and entered into a 
statistical analysis package, with 20 project files from each of the three Territories randomly selected prior to the site 
visits. To address the possibility that one or more files could not be found, extra files were selected for each Territory 
to ensure that at least 20 project files could be reviewed in each Territory. 

CanNor staff in the Territorial offices successfully retrieved all the requested files which were then reviewed during 
the site visits by the evaluation team. The following table summarizes the completion rates for the number of project 
files reviewed and the number of interviews completed, broken down by Territory. An extra project file was reviewed 
in each Territory in case a problem with one of the 20 selected files was identified during the analysis phase.  

The analysis of the information on the project files held in each Region found that the administrative project approval 
process, the financial administration; and, end of project reporting was consistently recorded/reported on all project 
files.  

Methodological Challenge/Solution: Files Lacked Information to Measure Outcomes:  

For many to most of the reviewed project files held by CanNor, little to no information was found that could be used to 
measure project outcomes; a finding common in all three Territories. As a result, it was not possible to examine the 
evolution of projects nor determine level of administrative or operational support that was provided to each of the 
applicants by CanNor or its partners. Also, the end of project reports produced by the funded applicants tended to not 
contain much information that could be used 

To address the shortage of information it was decided to not conduct the review of the NAEOP project files and use 
those evaluation team resources to interview the economic development officers for each of the 63 CanNor reviewed 
project files to gather information on how Harmonization may have impacted upon the selection and/or approval of 
project applications. Key Informant Interviews had not initially been planned for the project file reviews. 

Table 2: Summary of CanNor Project Files that Were Reviewed 

Project File Reviews  Planned File 
Reviews 

Completed 
File Reviews 

Completed 
Interviews 

Declined 
Interview 

Unable to 
Contact  

Nunavut 20 21 17 0 4 
NWT 20 21 17 0 4 
Yukon 20 21 21 0 0 

Sub-totals 60 63 55 0 8 
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Key Informant Interviews, Method 

The Detailed Workplan identified 57 Key Informants to be interviewed, selected from three primary stakeholder 
groups, forming a total of 11 different subgroups. Questionnaires and interview guides were developed for each 
group and some of the subgroups. The questionnaires and guides were adjusted to provide a more focussed 
strategic, policy and/or operational perspective; better aligned to the individuals being interviewed. Interviewees 
included: 
 

 CanNor staff in the Territories and Ottawa; ranging from the President through to economic development 
managers and officers delivering NAEOP programs; 
 

 Partners including: Indigenous organizations; the Territorial governments, ASDPs (Alternate Service 
Delivery Partners), XDOs (External Delivery Organizations), AFIs (Aboriginal Financial Institutions), and 
INAC; 
 

 Organizations and local levels of governments funded by NAEOP. 
 

During the evaluation, insufficient information was found during the Document Review and the Project File Review. 
To adapt to those methodological challenges, the number of key-informants to be interviewed was increased by 47, 
from 57 to 104 key informants: 
 

 Due to the small number of economic development officers employed in each Territory, the number of 
CanNor territorial staff to be interviewed was decreased by 3 (from 12 to 9) to better reflect the number of 
individuals working on NAEOP files; 
 

 Project Profile interviews were increased by 9 (from 9 to 18) to reflect the equivalent increase in the number 
or Project Profiles to be conducted; 
 

 Project File Review interviews were added as new group of Key Informants; to gather information that was 
not available within the Project File Review. This added 62 interviews; and, 
 

 Funding Recipient interviews were reduced by 12 (24 to 12) as 12 of the Project Profile interviews were with 
individuals that had also been identified as Funding Recipients. 

Ninety-two percent (92%, 96 of 104) of the Key Informant interviews were successfully completed. This exceeded the 
evaluation team’s expectation that between 50% and 70% of the identified Key Informants would agree to be 
interviewed. 

Table 3: Planned and Completed Interviews 

Key Informant Groups Original Target, Number 
of Interviews 

Revised Target, 
Number of Interviews 

Completed for 
Revised Target 

CanNor Staff, Territories 12 9 7 
CanNor Staff, Ottawa 6 6 5 
Partners 6 6 6 
Project Profiles 9 18 18 
Project File Review 0 62 55 
Funding Recipients 24 12 5 
TOTALS 57 104 96 (92%) Completed 
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Project Profiles, Method 

Project Profiles, a less detailed version of case studies, were conducted to obtain a better understanding of the 
nature and types of projects funded by CanNor. The purpose of Project Profiles was to get a more detailed in-depth 
understanding of the various types of projects being funded by CanNor. The evaluators contacted the three Territorial 
offices and requested that they identify a range of projects that included primarily successful projects and a smaller 
number of less successful projects. Since the intent was to use the Project Profiles for illustrative purposes, a random 
sampling process was not employed. 

Part way through the evaluation it was decided to increase the number of Project Profiles from 9 to 18 to offset the 
lack of information contained within the project files. The 18 Project Profiles were supported by at least one Key 
Informant interview for each of the Project Profiles. 

3.3 Evaluation Objectives and Evaluation Questions 

To develop the Evaluation Objectives [EO] and Evaluation Questions [EQ] for this evaluation, the first part of the 
Document Review sought to identify the objectives and expected results of Harmonization and the implementation of 
NAEOP in April 2014.  

To help ensure the rigor and accuracy of this evaluation, documents were sought that met the following selection 
criteria:  
 

 Should predate the April 2014 NAEOP implementation date; 4  
 

 Describes the objectives and expected results of Harmonization 
 

 Have been approved by CanNor’s management team; and 
 

 Have been widely circulated within the organization being evaluated, thus ensuring that there is a shared 
understanding within the organization of the program’s objectives and expected results. 

The Document Review, using documents provided by CanNor, found that: 
 

 There are no Treasury Board submission documents to refer to as NAEOP was implemented under 
Ministerial Authority;  
 

 There are no approved logic models nor evaluation matrices for NAEOP, nor for its predecessor, AED; and, 
5 6 

 The 2014 Performance Measurement Strategy was incomplete and focused on administrative outputs rather 
than program results. 

                                                             
4  This is done to help ensure the integrity of the evaluation process as there is a risk in using documents dated 

after the implementation of the program; those documents may not accurately reflect the original intentions of the 
new or modified program. 

5  INAC staff were interviewed and they stated that neither a logic model nor an evaluation matrix had been 
prepared for AED prior to CanNor assuming responsibility for AED in 2009. 

6  A draft logic model produced in early 2017 was identified. It focused on the administrative aspect of the program 
and had not been reviewed by CanNor management. It was decided not to use this document to help identify the 
objectives and expected results of Harmonization as it had been written three years after the implementation of 
NAEOP in April 2014. 
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Lacking other resource documents, CanNor identified page eight of the 2012 Vision for the Harmonization of NAEOP, 
Renovation in the North, as the base document to be used during the evaluation, a copy of which is presented in 
Appendix 2 of this report. 7  The 2012 Vision for the Harmonization of NAEOP, Renovation in the North was used to 
develop the original EOs and EQs which guided the development of data gathering questionnaires and guides. The 
original EOs and EQs are presented within the detailed workplan that was produced at the start of the evaluation. 

In March 2017, during one of the final Key Informant interviews, two documents were identified which had not been 
found and included within the initial Document Review: 
 

 Program Renewal, Staff Briefing, March18-19, 2014, a copy of which is presented in Appendix 3.  
 

 CanNor Aboriginal Economic Development Program Harmonization Transition Plan, a copy of which is 
presented in Appendix 6. 

Based upon the information provided in the briefing and transition plan documents, the original EOs EQs were 
modified in April 2017 to the following: 
 

 EO1: What were NAEOP’s original and current management and program objectives and the expected 
benefits to be achieved from the Harmonization of the four AED programs (ABDP, CEDP, CEOP and 
CSSP) into NAEOP? [Program Design and Changes] 
o EQ1.1: What is Harmonization and was it implemented? 
o EQ 1.2: What were the eligibility requirement changes that were brought about by the Harmonization of 

the four AED programs into NAEOP?  
o EQ1.3: What are the expected-results of Harmonization and the transition to NAEOP, and were they 

achieved? 
o EQ1.4: What was the implementation plan for Harmonization and the Transition to NAEOP and was it 

successfully completed? 
o EQ1.5: What are the organizational and administrative changes that were adopted by CanNor for the 

Harmonization of the four AED programs into NAEOP?  
 

 EO2: Has NAEOP resulted in improved administrative effectiveness of delivery? [Effectiveness] 
o EQ2.1: Did the Harmonization of AED programs into NAEOP achieve more effective administrative 

delivery of programming?  
o EQ2.2: What are the external perceptions of Harmonization and the transition to NAEOP? 
 

 EO3: Has NAEOP resulted in increased administrative and operational efficiencies? [Efficiencies]  
o EQ 3.1: Has the Harmonization resulted in improved program administration efficiency?  
o EQ3.2: Has Harmonization reduced the reporting burden; benefiting CanNor staff as well as funding 

recipients?  
 

 EO4: What are the direct and indirect impacts of the Harmonization of the four Indigenous economic 
development programs upon program delivery? [Impact] 
o EQ4.1: Did the realignment of funding during the Harmonization of Indigenous economic development 

programs into NAEOP increase support for business over the 2012 level of 20%? 
o EQ4.2: Did Harmonization change the numbers and types of funded projects? 

  
                                                             
7  The Vision predates the implementation of NAEOP by two years, lacks detail and some CanNor staff state that 

the 2012 Vision was produced to seek guidance and as such it does not accurately reflect the vision 
Harmonization and its implementation. 
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 EO5: What has been the impact of reduced core-funding and its planned elimination? 

o EQ5.1: Has the shift from core-funding to proposal-based funding impacted upon the ability of 
Indigenous communities and organizations to access economic development funding?  

o EQ5.2: Has the shift from core-funding to proposal-based funding impacted upon the ability of CanNor 
and its partners to deliver economic development funding?  

 
 EO6: Is NAEOP aligned with current government priorities and federal initiatives? [Relevance]. 

o EQ6.1: What are the Canadian Government’s economic development properties? 
o EQ6.2: Is NAEOP aligned with current government priorities and federal initiatives relative to 

Indigenous economic development, in general, and more specifically north of the 60th parallel? 
o EQ6.3: Is NAEOP aligned with CanNor’s mandate and priorities? 
 

 EO7: What actions are required to improve program performance and prepare for the summative 
evaluation? [Program Improvements]. 
o EQ7.1: What needs to be done to measure program results? 
o EQ7.2: What needs to be done to improve program performance?  
o EQ7.3: Is CanNor prepared for the summative evaluation to be conducted in 2018? 
o EQ7.4: What strategy could be employed to optimize measuring results and improving program 

performance? 
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 INTRODUCTION: CANNOR, BUDGETS AND PROJECTS Section 4.  

This section: 

 Provides an overview of CanNor and NAEOP;  
 Describes NAEOP and its two streams, CROP and EBD; 
 Presents the budget allocation and expenditures for 2011-12 to 2015-16; and, 
 Describes the types of projects funded under AED and NAEOP. 

 

4.1 CanNor, the Organization and Its Governance Structure 

Reporting to the Minister of Innovation, Science and Economic Development, CanNor was established in 2009 to 
foster growth and development in the North by delivering economic development programs; and, by:  8 

 Collaborating with and aligning the efforts of partners in northern and southern Canada to respond to 
economic challenges and opportunities in the North.  
 

 Help develop a diversified, sustainable, and dynamic economy across Canada's three territories by working 
with communities, community- based businesses and local entrepreneurs to develop and diversify local 
economies; and, take advantage of the strengths of Northern Canada. 

With a staff of 87 fill-time equivalent positions in the Territories and Ottawa, CanNor’s governance structure is 
supported by four committees:  
 

 Senior Management Committee; 
 Policy, Planning & Operations Committee; 
 Extended Management Committee; and,  
 Resource Management Committee. 9   

CanNor’s headquarters is in Iqaluit, with regional offices in Whitehorse, Yellowknife, Iqaluit and a liaison office in 
Ottawa. CanNor is one of six Regional Development Agencies (RDAs) responding to the Minister of Innovation, 
Science and Economic Development Canada. The other RDAs are: 
 

 Atlantic Canada Opportunities Agency (ACOA); 
 Canada Economic Development for Quebec Regions (CED); 
 Federal Economic Development Agency for Southern Ontario (FedDev Ontario); 
 Federal Economic Development Initiative for Northern Ontario (FedNor); and, 
 Western Economic Diversification Canada (WD). 

 
CanNor received its suite of programs from INAC in 2009. These programs provide funding to support the 
development of key economic sectors such as mining, tourism, fisheries, cultural industries and business 
development. The programs received by CanNor in 2009 included: 

                                                             
8  Information obtained from CanNor's website: http://www.cannor.gc.ca/eng/1381320711612/1381320727939. Viewed 7 

January 2017. 
9  Additional information about each of the four Committees is provided in Appendix 5 of this document, Elements of CanNor’s 

Governance Structure. 

http://www.cannor.gc.ca/eng/1381320711612/1381320727939.
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 Aboriginal Economic Development (AED); 10 
 Strategic Investments in Northern Economic Development (SINED); 
 Northern Adult Basic Education Program (NABEP); 
 Community Infrastructure Improvement Fund (CIIF); and, 
 Promotion of official language minority communities. 

 

4.2 Indigenous Economic Development Programs 

Through NAEOP, CanNor supports increased economic participation by northern Inuit, First Nations and Metis 
communities and businesses. Support under NAEOP is complementary to the support provided through programs of 
general application and INAC’s programs of national application. NAEOP comprises two program streams:  
 

 Community-Based: Community Readiness and Opportunities Planning (CROP) provides project-based 
support to First Nations, Inuit and Metis communities and organizations, including organizations providing 
business development, financial or economic development services under this authority, for capacity and 
readiness activities so that communities can plan for, pursue and participate in economic opportunities. 
 

 Business (Entrepreneur)-Based: Entrepreneurship and Business Development (EBD) assists Indigenous 
entrepreneurs, Indigenous businesses and Indigenous organizations in the pursuit of economic 
opportunities for the benefit of Indigenous people. The stream includes project-based support for activities 
that facilitate the establishment or expansion of Indigenous businesses. 
 

Community Readiness and Opportunities Planning (CROP) Fund; Goals and Criteria 

CROP is intended to improve the economic development capacity of Indigenous communities and increase economic 
development in the three territories. It achieves this by providing financial support to First Nations and Inuit 
communities; so, they can improve their capacity and prepare to plan for, pursue, and participate in economic 
opportunities. 11 

The goal of CROP is to:  
 

 Increase community employment; 
 Enhance the use and increase the value of resources under the control of the community; 
 Generate more community government revenue from economic development; 
 Enhance community economic and other infrastructure; 
 Develop more and better arrangements to access opportunities from resources that are not under the 

control of the community; 
 Generate more investment in the community; 
 Create a better climate and environment for community economic development; 
 Generate more and larger community businesses; 
 Produce more contracts and sales for community businesses; and, 
 Increase the capacity within the community government to seize future economic opportunities. 

  
                                                             
10  AED transitioned into NAEOP on April 1, 2014. 
11  Information obtained from CanNor's website: http://www.cannor.gc.ca/eng/1396121900938/1396122167871. Viewed 

January 11, 2017. 

http://www.cannor.gc.ca/eng/1396121900938/1396122167871.
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Eligible applicants include:  
 

 A First Nations, Inuit and Metis governments and/or representative organizations; 
 A First Nations, Inuit and Inuit tribal council or equivalent organization; 
 An organization, corporation, association, cooperative, partnership or institution controlled by First Nation; 

Inuit and/or Metis people (except those established for charitable or religious purposes); and, 
 A municipal corporation representing a majority Indigenous population 

Eligible projects and activities include: 
 

 Prepare Indigenous communities to respond to, pursue, and participate in economic opportunities 
 Seek employment opportunities for community members 
 Develop resources that are under community control 
 Tap into opportunities from resources that are not under community control 
 Promote investment in the community, such as involving and negotiating with potential partners in economic 

opportunities 
 Carry out research, analysis and advocacy, and 
 Improve the economic development capacity of communities, such as: 

o Carrying out community economic development planning 
o Undertaking capacity development initiatives 
o Developing proposals 
o Making the most of financial resources 
o Performing economic development activities, and 
o Accessing technical and professional expertise and advisory services. 

 

Entrepreneurship and Business Development (EBD) Fund; Goals and Eligibility Criteria  

EBD provides financial support to Indigenous entrepreneurs, businesses, and commercial entities to expand their 
business in the three territories. It helps applicants pursue economic opportunities that benefit Indigenous people. 
The fund is also intended to provide project-based support for activities that help to establish or grow Indigenous 
businesses. 12 

The goal of the EBD fund is to: 
 

 Increase the number of sustainable Indigenous businesses and provide a supportive business environment 
for Indigenous people in the territories 
 

 Develop a culture of entrepreneurship within the Indigenous community and to improve access by its 
members to economic opportunities 
 

 Improve access to funding for territorial Indigenous businesses that have difficulty obtaining conventional 
commercial financing, and 
 

 Increase the participation and economic benefits for Indigenous persons that come from resource 
development. 

  
                                                             
12  Information obtained from CanNor's website: http://www.cannor.gc.ca/eng/1396121900938/1396122167871. Viewed 

January 11, 2017. 

http://www.cannor.gc.ca/eng/1396121900938/1396122167871.
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Eligible applicants include:  
 

 An Indigenous person 
 A business or commercial entity owned and controlled by an Indigenous person, Indigenous community, or 

Indigenous government 
 An organization, corporation, association, cooperative, partnership or institution controlled by an Indigenous 

person or people (except those established for charitable or religious purposes). 

Eligible projects and activities include: 
 

 Business advisory and entrepreneurship development activities, including negotiations, mentoring, 
coaching, referrals, identifying opportunities (both domestic and international), building/negotiating 
partnerships, and identifying sources of private capital 
 

 Planning and research activities, such as: 
o Pre-feasibility and feasibility studies 
o Market assessments 
o Business and financial planning 
o Environmental evaluations 
o Information gathering and diagnostic studies 
o Construction, architectural, engineering and design activities 
 

 Developing skills and capacity, including in the areas of administration, the design of the organization, 
financial management, and business development 
 

 Commercial ventures, such as: 
o Funding to help create, buy (through capital assets or share purchases), expand or modernize a 

venture that is carrying on business in Canada or is related to business development 
o Operating costs (such as for start-ups) and short-term operating costs where funding is essential to the 

success of a business venture carrying on business in Canada 
 

 Developing and promoting a market 
 

 Innovating, including: 
o Carrying out research and development 
o Developing a product or process 
o Improving productivity and quality control 
o Gaining connectivity, access to advanced technologies, and improving quality 
 

 Advocacy to support Indigenous businesses and entrepreneurs, and sources of financing available to 
Indigenous people 
 

 Capitalizing, including: 
o Creating, expanding or diversifying financial instruments for Indigenous businesses and entrepreneurs 
o Developing community-owned and community-member businesses, including equity financing for 

community-owned and community-member businesses. 
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4.3 Budgets and Expenditures, Combined AED and NAEOP 

CanNor funding for 2011-12 and 2012-13 was set at $11,800,000 per year. Beginning in 2013-14, funding was 
decreased by $1 million per year to $10,800,000 per year. 

For the five-year period 2011-2012 through to 2015-2016, CanNor has delivered 351 economic development projects 
valued at an average of $137,662; ranging from a low of $4,500 for the valuation of a business to a high of 
$1,375,300 for core support for the provision of community economic development services and advocacy.  

Total Budget and Funded Projects 

The following table presents a summary of the number of projects per Territory, total budgets per Territory, and the 
average values per project. 

Table 4: Summary of Funded Projects, Five-Year Totals 
AED plus NAEOP 2011-2012 through to 2015-2016 

Five-Year TOTALS Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 
Number of Projects 98 177 76 351 
Total $ Value $22,504,097 $18,028,358 $7,794,031 $48,326,485 
Average $ Value per Project $229,634 $101,855 $102,553 $137,682 
Source: CanNor’s financial management system.  

Interviewed CanNor staff noted that Territorial budget allocations have not changed much over the years; however, 
they said that there was some year-end financial slippage, caused by project delays, which results in minor 
budgetary reallocations between Territories to avoid lapsing funds. 

Funding and Numbers of Projects by Program 

The evaluation covers 2011-2012 through to 2015-2016 which included AED (3-years) and NAEOP (2-years) funded 
projects. The following table presents the number of projects funded per program and the average value of each. 

Table 5: Numbers and Dollar Values of Funded Projects by Program Type (AED and NAEOP) 
AED 2011-2012 to 2013-14 

CSSP Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 
Number of Projects 6 5 6 17 
Total $ Value $720,451 $723,846 $760,381 $2,204,678 
Average $ Value $120,075 $144,769 $126,730 $129,687 
CEDP Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 
Number of Projects 12 71 11 94 
Total $ Value $7,586,347 $5,582,770 $922,614 $14,091,731 
Average $ Value $632,196 $78,631 $83,874 $149,912 
CEOP Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 
Number of Projects 41 22 12 75 
Total $ Value $3,816,566 $3,846,838 $859,020 $8,522,424 
Average $ Value $93,087 $174,856 $71,585 $113,632 
ABDP Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 
Number of Projects 8 10 18 36 
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AED 2011-2012 to 2013-14 
Total $ Value $2,791,410 $1,720,729 $1,231,686 $5,743,825 
Average $ Value $348,926 $172,073 $68,427 $159,551 
Totals AED Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 
Number of Projects 67 108 47 222 
Total $ Value $14,914,774 $11,874,183 $3,773,701 $30,562,658 
Average $ Value $222,609 $109,946 $80,292 $137,670 

NAEOP 2014-2015 and 2015-2016 
CROP Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 
Number of Projects 25 65 18 108 
Total $ Value $3,790,073 $4,772,862 $1,995,504 $10,558,438 
Average $ Value $151,603 $73,429 $110,861 $97,763 
EBD Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 
Number of Projects 6 4 11 21 
Total $ Value $3,799,250 $1,381,313 $2,024,826 $7,205,389 
Average $ Value $633,208 $345,328 $184,075 $343,114 
Totals NAEOP Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 
Number of Projects 31 69 29 129 
Total $ Value $7,589,323 $6,154,175 $4,020,330 $17,763,827 
Average $ Value $244,817 $89,191 $138,632 $137,704 

AED plus NAEOP 2011-2012 through to 2015-2016 
TOTALS Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 
Number of Projects 98 177 76 351 
Total $ Value $22,504,097 $18,028,358 $7,794,031 $48,326,485 
Average $ Value $229,634 $101,855 $102,553 $137,682 
 Source: CanNor’s financial management system.  

Using the information from the preceding table; and, remembering that that the totals for AED cover three fiscal years 
while the totals for NAEOP covers two fiscal years, the following table was produced to see if the annual average 
number of projects remained constant. 

Table 6: Numbers of Funded Projects, Annual Averages 
Numbers of Projects 
ANNUAL Averages Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 

AED Number of Projects 
Average over 3 years 22 36 16 74 

NAEOP Number of Projects 
Average over 2 years 16 35 15 66 

Source: CanNor’s financial management system.  

While the average number of projects in NWT and Yukon remained relatively constant, that average number of 
projects in Nunavut decreased from 22 to 16 per year. When CanNor staff in Nunavut were asked to explain why 
there was a decrease in the number of funded projects per year with the implementation if NAEOP, they explained: 

 The average dollar value of projects had increased somewhat; and,  
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 The introduction of multi-year funding meant fewer projects were being funded, noting that multi-year 
funding meant that the practice of funding multiple phases of a project over numerous fiscal years was no 
longer required. The result is one multi-year project can replace three and four single fiscal -year phases of 
a multi-year project. 

 

4.4 Types of Funded Projects 

CanNor funds two types of projects, community-based and business-based. The following table presents the number 
of projects, the total value and the average value per project for all community-based projects and all business-based 
projects. 

Table 7: Funded Projects by Type 
Community-based Funding 2011 to 2016 

AED Community-based Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 
Number of Projects 59 98 29 186 
Total $ Value $12,123,364 $10,153,454 $2,542,015 $24,818,833 
Average $ Value $205,481 $103,607 $87,656 $133,435 
NAEOP CROP Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 
Number of Projects 25 65 18 108 
Total $ Value $3,790,073 $4,772,862 $1,995,504 $10,558,438 
Average $ Value $151,603 $73,429 $110,861 $97,763 
Total Community-based Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 
Number of Projects 84 163 47 294 
Total $ Value $15,913,437 $14,926,316 $4,537,519 $35,377,271 
Average $ Value $189,446 $91,572 $96,543 $120,331 
Average per Year Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 
Number of Projects 28 54 16 98 
Total $ Value $5,304,479 $4,975,439 $1,512,506 $11,792,424 
Average $ Value $189,446 $91,572 $96,543 $120,331 

Business-Based Funding 2011 to 2016 
AED ABDP Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 
Number of Projects 8 10 18 36 
Total $ Value $2,791,410 $1,720,729 $1,231,686 $5,743,825 
Average $ Value $348,926 $172,073 $68,427 $159,551 
NAEOP EBD Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 
Number of Projects 6 4 11 21 
Total $ Value $3,799,250 $1,381,313 $2,024,826 $7,205,389 
Average $ Value $633,208 $345,328 $184,075 $343,114 
Total Business-based Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 
Number of Projects 14 14 29 57 
Total $ Value $6,590,660 $3,102,042 $3,256,512 $12,949,214 
Average $ Value $470,761 $221,574 $112,294 $227,179 
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Average per Year Nunavut NWT Yukon Totals 
Number of Projects 5 5 10 19 
Total $ Value $2,196,887 $1,034,014 $1,085,504 $4,316,405 
Average $ Value $470,761 $221,574 $112,294 $227,179 
Source: CanNor’s financial management system.  

Given annual fluctuations in the size of funded projects and the difficulty to specify whether some of the projects 
should be identified as community-based or project-based, the preceding table could not be used to measure if there 
was a shift to increased funding of business-based projects. However, CanNor Territorial offices are tracking and 
reporting on the percentage of projects that are business-based, with those numbers showing an overall increase 
from about 20% in 2012-13 to about 30% in 2015-16.   
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 IMPACT ON PROGRAM DESIGN AND DELIVERY [EO1] Section 5.  

This Section addresses the first Evaluation Objective and its subordinate Evaluation Questions: 

 EO1: What were NAEOP’s original and current management and program objectives and the expected 
benefits to be achieved from the Harmonization of the four AED programs (ABDP, CEDP, CEOP and 
CSSP) into NAEOP? [Program Design and Changes] 
o EQ1.1: What is Harmonization and was it implemented? 
o EQ 1.2: What were the eligibility requirement changes that were brought about by the Harmonization of 

the four AED programs into NAEOP?  
o EQ1.3: What are the expected-results of Harmonization and the transition to NAEOP, and were they 

achieved? 
o EQ1.4: What was the implementation plan for Harmonization and the Transition to NAEOP and was it 

successfully completed? 
o EQ1.5: What are the organizational and administrative changes that were adopted by CanNor for the 

Harmonization of the four AED programs into NAEOP?  
 

 

5.1 Harmonization, Two Perspectives [EQ1.1] 

Harmonization is the term employed by CanNor for the integration of the four pre-April 2014 AED programs (ABP, 
CEDP, CEOP and CSSP) into NAEOP, a single program which is composed of two streams CROP and EBD. The 
following table presents the policy perspective of Harmonization. 

Table 8: Harmonization, Policy Perspective 
Operations Perspective 

AED Programs  
prior to April 1, 2014 

NAEOP Streams 
after April 1, 2014 Program Focus 

Three of the AED Programs Harmonized into Stream A of NAEOP 
Community Economic 
Development Program (CEDP) 

 
Stream A: Community Readiness 
and Opportunities Planning (CROP) 
fund 
 

Community-based Community Economic 
Opportunities Program (CEOP) 

 

Community Support Services 
Program (CSSP). 

 

One of the AED Programs Became Stream B of NAEOP 
Aboriginal Business Development 
Program (ABDP) 

 Stream B: Entrepreneurship and 
Business Development (EBD) fund Business-based 

 

From a technical perspective, NAEOP is correctly defined as being a single program composed of two funds (two 
streams), CROP and EBD. CanNor, like other federal departments and organizations, have taken smaller programs 
and integrated them within a larger ‘umbrella’ program; with the previous smaller programs (if retained as separate 
entities with different eligibility criteria and target populations) being called funds, streams, initiatives etc. 

Ample evidence exists that Harmonization’s policy objective of merging the four AED programs in a single NAEOP 
program was completed. AED no longer exists and some of the key NAEOP policy documents have been developed 
and implemented. CanNor is now reporting on a single program rather than four AED programs.  
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Some of the interviewed CanNor staff stated that, while it is true that there is a single set of Ts&Cs for both Streams, 
from an operation’s perspective, calling NAEOP a single program with two streams is not a fully accurate description 
as: 

 CROP and EBD have different program guidelines; 
 

 They are delivered somewhat differently;  
 

 They target different recipient groups; and, 
 

 ABDP was largely unchanged and had been “rebranded” as EBD. 

It was suggested that a better operation’s presentation and understanding of the impacts of Harmonization could be 
achieved by describing the transition as: 
 

 CEDP, CEOP and CSSP(community-based) were Harmonized (merged and updated) into CROP; and, 
 

 ABDP evolved into EBD (business-based), with minor updates, to align some eligibility requirements with 
those found in CROP.  

In reviewing the two perspectives of Harmonization it became evident that the policy and operations perspectives of 
Harmonization have merit and that this formative evaluation and the future summative evaluation of NAEOP would 
be better served if both perspectives were considered during the evaluations. However, it is noted that the policy and 
the operational perspectives of Harmonization provide useful information and insights; and, employing both 
perspectives provides a richer and more comprehensive understanding of Harmonization and its impacts.  
 
For example, when examining the decision to produce a single Project Assessment Report (PAR) from the policy 
perspective produces quite different findings than if the operations perspective of harmonization is employed: 

 
 Policy Perspective: A single PAR is more administratively efficient as a single tool and guide is used for both 

CROP and EBD, simplifying the process and reducing staff training. 
 

 Operational Perspective: A single PAR for two different programs with somewhat different information 
requirements make the document repetitive and forces the applicant to say essentially the same thing in two 
different ways. 

Finding 5.1: Harmonization has been successfully implemented with AED’s four programs having 
been merged into NEOAP’s two program streams (funds).  

 

5.2 Eligibility Requirements [EQ1.2] 

A crosswalk analysis of AED’s four sets of Ts&Cs (ABDP, CEDP, CEOP and CSSP) and NAEOPs two sets of T’s 
and Cs (EBD and CROP). The crosswalk was informed by CanNor’s 2013 crosswalk, Harmonization of CanNor’s 
Aboriginal Economic Development Programs. 13   

                                                             
13  An electronic copy of the CanNor crosswalk has been included with the working papers for this evaluation. The file is 

entitled ASA_098_Harmonization Crosswalk, April 2014. 
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It was found that NAEOP’s Ts&Cs are more detailed and prescriptive then those under AED; making a direct 
comparison difficult; however, it was possible to determine that: 
 

 Eligible Recipients:  
o Organizations that were eligible for funding under AED were also eligible under NAEOP;  
o Charitable and religious organizations are specifically excluded under NAEOP, which was not the case 

under AED; and, 
o NAEOP did not add other potential recipients that were not previously identified under AED. 
 

 Eligible Projects:  
o NAEOP’s Terms and Conditions allows for the funding of all project types that were available under 

AED; and, 
o While NAEOP does not employ the term core-funding, core-funding is permitted under CROP for 

funding recipients who were receiving population-based funding under the previous Community 
Economic Development Program (CEDP). 

Under AED funding could be provided to an organization (i.e. an NGO supporting artists) where the benefit accrued 
to Indigenous Artists. NAEOP’s updated T&Cs are more prescriptive, stating that the organization’s Board of 
Directors would have to be mainly Indigenous to be eligible. This can be problematic if a board changes mid-stream 
through a project and the Indigenous-majority of the Board is lost, the organization can become ineligible and the 
project’s funding potentially jeopardized. 

An important clarification is that while NAEOP’s Ts&Cs identify eligible recipients and projects, CanNor has the 
authority to prioritize and focus on certain groups or sub-sets of the identified eligible recipients and project types. 
Therefore, CanNor does not have to agree to fund an organization even though it is identified as an eligible 
organization. 

Finding 5.2: Harmonization made no changes to the organizations and individuals who are Eligible 
Recipients nor to the types of Eligible Projects that can be funded through NAEOP, with the 
exception that charitable and religious organizations are now excluded. 

 

 

5.3 Harmonization’s Expected Benefits [EQ1.3] 

The March 2014 briefing to CanNor staff identified the expected results of Harmonization: 

 Improved program management efficiency through: 
o a single-window approach; and, 
o standardized program management and administration processes. 

 Increased flexibility and simplified process for recipients through, for example:  
o a single application process; and, 
o multi-year agreements. 

 

Single-Window Approach 

Employing a single-window approach typically refers to a service operation where a funding applicant’s needs may 
be addressed by a single individual or a small group of individuals working closely together at a common location. 
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For NAEOP this would mean that a funding applicant can go to a CanNor office or an ASDP’s office and work with an 
individual for either a community-based or a business-based project. 

A single-window approach does not extend to, for example, a single set of forms and instructions that applies to all 
situations. At Service Canada, for example, the single-window approach means that an individual can go to a Service 
Canada location and request a wide range of services; and, if that Service Canada centre is not capable of providing 
the required assistance, the Service Canada employee identifies the correct source and provides contact information 
where that assistance can be obtained. 

Interviews with funding recipients as well as CanNor and ASDP staff mostly agreed that AED was being delivered 
using a single-window approach. They further stated there is no operational difference between AED and NAEOP 
about how recipients apply for funding and receive ongoing support, both AED and NAEOP are single-window 
approaches.  

 

Finding 5.3.1: A single-window approach already existed for AED and has been retained for 
NAEOP. From the perspective of the individual applying for funding, there has been no change, the 
single-window approach has always existed. 

  

Standardized Program Management, Administrative and a Single Application Process 

One of the intended results of Harmonization was for CROP and EBD to share project application and approval 
processes, reduced recipient reporting burden and reduced project administration for both the applicant and for 
CanNor staff. 

While non-CanNor key informants did not see any appreciable changes to CanNor’s management, administration 
and application processes, many CanNor staff saw the implemented changes as focussed on policy documents and 
not on operations. While CanNor staff did note that some work was started on operational documents that might 
produce some efficiencies and possibly increase effectiveness, much of that work has yet to be completed. 

CanNor staff believe that a single application process was too ambitious of an undertaking. They stated that: 
 There are inherent differences between the types of projects funded under CROP and those funded under 

EBD; and, in the manner which staff evaluate those project applications; 
 

 A decision must be taken at the very start of the process as to whether an applicant should apply under 
CROP or AED, the eligible recipients are different for the two streams, then it would be easy to give them an 
application form that is designed specifically for CROP or EBD; and, 
 

 The existing application form does cause some confusion requiring explanations as some questions are 
more applicable to CROP than EBD and vice versa.  

 

Finding 5.3.2: There have been some improvements in management, policy and application 
processes with additional work required to complete the tasks.  
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Multi-year Agreements 

The 2014 Briefing identifies signing multi-year versus single-year agreements as a strategy for improved program 
delivery. There is no quantification as to the number of multi-year agreements that are to be developed nor target 
dates from when this is to be accomplished. CanNor has signed some multi-year project funding agreements under 
NAEOP for both business-based and community-based projects. 

Some of the expected benefits identified by CanNor policy staff included: 
 Help ensuring funding over multiple program years; 
 Requiring only one project application and one approval;  
 Reduce the reporting burden; and, 
 Reduce project administration for both the applicant and for CanNor staff. 

Most of the economic development officers in CanNor and the NAEOP funding recipients saw some advantages with 
multi-year financing as it made it easier to ensure continued financing to projects spread over multiple fiscal years; 
and, that having only one project application to produce and evaluate helped reduce some of the administrative 
burden.  

 

Finding 5.3.3: CanNor has successfully implemented multi-year agreements for both business-
based and community-based projects. 

 

Some of the CanNor interviewees noted that improvements could be made by eliminating the need to sign new 
contribution agreements in the second and following years of a multi-year project, thus reducing the administrative 
burden for the recipient as well as CanNor staff. 

 

5.4 Implementation (Transition) Plan [EQ1.4] 

CanNor’s Aboriginal Economic Development Program Harmonization Transition Plan was drafted by CanNor’s Policy 
Committee on March 1, 2013 and updated January 16, 2014. A more current version of the document was not found 
and it is not known if the Transition Plan had been submitted to Senior Management Committee for review and/or 
comments. The Transition Plan is presented in Appendix 6 to this document. 

The Transition Plan identified and tracked many tasks including: 
 

 Updating the Project Management Control Framework and Performance Measurement Strategy;  
 Developing assessment criteria, guidelines, information reporting requirements, and communications 

documents for the identification of new third-party delivery partners; 
 Updating administrative documents and guidelines; 
 Phasing out CEDP core-funding; and, 
 Signing multi-year agreements where possible. 

The Transition Plan was spread over four fiscal years, from 2013-14 to 2016-17. The objectives for each of the four 
fiscal years were identified as:  
 

 Objectives Year 1, 2013-14: 
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o Develop and put in place program materials, processes and systems 
o Develop a third-party delivery strategy / approach (e.g., existing arrangements, potential pilots with new 

delivery organizations) 
o Identify program delivery needs (e.g., capacity, guidelines) 
o Manage stakeholder communications and expectations  
o Develop a formal understanding with AANDC on access to national programs 
 

 Objectives Year 2, 2014-15: 
o Launch new program forms and assessment process 
o Work with candidates for third-party delivery partnership towards formal agreements 
o Develop strategies / mechanisms to address identified program delivery needs 
 

 Objectives Year 3, 2015-16: 
o Manage delivery of the new program 
o Sign enhanced third-party delivery agreements where possible 
 

 Objectives Year 4, 2016-17: 
o Manage delivery of the new program 
o Manage final year of CEDP phase-out 
o Final year of CEDP phase-out – develop necessary communication strategies / products to manage 

end of transition  
 

The implementation status reports for the Transition Plan stopped at the end of Year 1, 2013-14; with no status 
updates provided to the evaluators for the three remaining years.  

CanNor staff in the Territories and Ottawa agreed that Transition to NAEOP was successful, and that other than for 
the issues surrounding the decision to eliminate core-funding, few major problems were encountered. Staff noted that 
some tasks identified for Years 2 through 4 (2014-15 to 2016-17) of the Transition remained incomplete; and, if they 
were completed, administrative efficiency and effectiveness could be improved:  

 
 Completed tasks: 

o Program Guidelines; 
o Terms and Conditions;  
o Program Management Control Framework; 
o Chart of Accounts; and, 
o Update communication tools and website. 
 

 Tasks requiring further attention: 
o Program Performance Measurement Strategy; 
o Logic Model; and, 
o Forms, Guides and Interpretations. 

 

Finding 5.4: Many of the Transition tasks have been completed, others have been started while 
some key tasks need to be addressed.  
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5.5 Organizational and Administrative Changes [EQ1.5] 

In 2012, the Federal Government introduced its Deficit Reduction Action Plan (DRAP), at about the same time that 
CanNor was preparing to Harmonize and Transition to NAEOP. The combined effect of DRAP and NAEOP resulted 
in the reduction of two positions and the reorganization of staff within the four CanNor offices. 

The reorganization of CanNor staff resulted in a partial reallocation of responsibilities amongst staff; however, the 
way CanNor administered and delivered AED, and then NAEOP, did not change significantly. As one CanNor staff 
member stated; it was all the same work, just done by different people. 

 

Finding 5.5a: The organizational changes within CanNor, at the time NAEOP was introduced, did 
not appreciably change the way Indigenous economic development funding and support is 
delivered by CanNor. 

 

Most of NAEOP’s administrative guidelines and interpretations were inherited from INAC when the transfer of AED 
occurred in 2009. During discussions with CanNor staff it was noted that: 

 
 The guidelines were incomplete and that the interpretations often lack sufficient direction to be of use to 

economic development officers;  
 

 Work had been initiated in 2015-2016 to complete the guidelines and improve the usefulness of the 
interpretations as well as developing a crosswalk between those documents and NAEOP’s Terms and 
Conditions. That work has not been completed primarily because of a lack of time due to other work 
priorities; and, the position of DG Operations, who has the authority to review and approve the guidelines 
and interpretations had been vacant for a considerable period; and,  
 

 The lack of current approved guidelines and interpretations was on occasion making it difficult to guide 
funding applicants on project eligibility and eligible costs.  
 

Finding 5.5b: Work on updating administrative guidelines and interpretations has been initiated but 
not completed. Administrative efficiencies and increased consistency in interpreting Ts&Cs should 
be increased by the completion of the guidelines and interpretations. 
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 IMPACT ON PERFORMANCE AND EFFECTIVENESS [EO2] Section 6.  

Treasury Board of Canada’s Results-Based Management Lexicon defines effectiveness as: 14 

The extent to which an organization, policy, program or initiative is meeting its expected results. Related 
term: Cost Effectiveness - The extent to which an organization, program, policy or initiative is using the most 
appropriate and efficient means in achieving its expected results relative to alternative design and delivery 
approaches. 

This Section addresses the second Evaluation Objective and its subordinate Evaluation Questions: 

 EO2: Has NAEOP resulted in improved administrative effectiveness of delivery? [Effectiveness] 
o EQ2.1: Did the Harmonization of AED programs into NAEOP achieve more effective administrative 

delivery of programming?  
o EQ2.2: What are the external perceptions of Harmonization and the transition to NAEOP? 

 
 

6.1 Effective Delivery of NAEOP [EO2.1] 

During the Key Informant Interviews and the Project File Reviews, information was sought that would indicate 
whether program delivery had become more effective with Harmonization and the introduction of NAEOP. 
Unfortunately, the required information was not identified nor gathered and the project files provided no indicators on 
effectiveness. The evaluation was unable to determine if program delivery effectiveness had increased. 

 

Finding 6.1a: The evaluation did not identify any areas where there had been a measurable 
increase in the effectiveness of program delivery 

 

Most of NAEOP’s administrative guidelines and interpretations were inherited from INAC when the transfer of AED to 
CanNor occurred in 2009. During discussions with CanNor staff it was noted that: 

 
 The administrative guidelines were incomplete and the interpretations to those guidelines often lacked 

sufficient direction to be of use to economic development officers;  
 

 Work had been initiated in 2015-16 to complete the guidelines and improve the usefulness of the 
interpretations as well as developing a crosswalk between those documents and NAEOP’s Terms and 
Conditions. That work has not been completed primarily because of a lack of time due to other work 
priorities; and, the position of DG Operations, who has the authority to review and approve the guidelines 
and interpretations had been vacant for a considerable period; and,  

 The lack of current approved guidelines and interpretations was on occasion making it difficult to guide 
funding applicants on project eligibility and eligible costs.  

                                                             
14  Information obtained from the Government of Canada website: https://www.canada.ca/en/treasury-board-

secretariat/services/audit-evaluation/centre-excellence-evaluation/results-based-management-lexicon.html. Viewed March 
12, 2017. 

https://www.canada.ca/en/treasury-board-
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Some CanNor staff noted that updating and completing the guidelines and interpretations; and, providing training on 
their use and interpretation, would likely produce an increase in program delivery effectiveness. 

It can be argued that having one community-based program (CROP) versus the three AED community-based 
programs should result in increased administrative effectiveness. During discussions with the different Key Informant 
groups, some noted it was no longer necessary to spend time to determine which of the three different AED 
community-based programs would be the most appropriate for the project being proposed to CanNor. CanNor staff 
stated that there may be minor time savings but not enough to impact upon program delivery effectiveness. 

 

Finding 6.1b: Work on updating administrative guidelines and interpretations has been initiated but 
not completed. Administrative effectiveness could be increased with the completion of the 
administrative guidelines and interpretations. 

 

6.2 External Perceptions of Harmonization and Transition to NAEOP [EO2.3] 

Impact Upon CanNor’s Partners 

Some CanNor staff noted that organizations that are funded under NAEOP are sometimes referred to as partners, 
noting that CanNor works in partnership with those organizations to achieve economic development objectives. 
However, for the purposes of this evaluation, partners exclude those organizations that receive CanNor funding. 

Except for ASDPs and XDOs, most of CanNor’s partners have informal working agreements based largely upon the 
personal contacts that CanNor has established with those organizations. On occasion, an exchange of letters was 
used to formalize the co-financing of a project and/or an exchange of resources. 

Harmonization and the transition to NAEOP were seen by CanNor’s partners as being a process internal to CanNor. 
The Key Informants generally agreed Harmonization and transition had little impact to none upon their operations 
except for some minor inconveniences. For example, representatives of the Territorial governments stated that their 
programs had sufficient flexibility and that they simply adjusted their funding approach to match NAEOP’s. At the 
same time, Territorial government representatives confirmed that the Transition to NAEOP did not create any 
challenges internal to their organizations because NAEOP did not change the criteria for Eligible Recipients or 
Eligible Projects. 

Some Indigenous community organizations and the ASDPs stated that the transition to NAEOP and the reduction of 
core-funding had consequences varying from minor to major. Section 9 of this evaluation discusses core-funding in 
more detail.  

 

Finding 6.2a: Harmonization and the transition to NAEOP did not impact upon CanNor’s 
partnerships. 
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Recipients’ Perceptions of Harmonization 

When asked to provide their perceptions of the Transition from AED to NAEOP, most past and potential funding 
recipients stated that they observed that: 

 Core-funding had been phased out; 
 Possibly slightly different administrative processes.; and, 
 The changes were probably mostly internal to CanNor with little to no impact upon the funding recipients’ 

day-to-day operations. 

Harmonization was seen by funding recipients as an internal CanNor change having little true impact on those 
seeking funding assistance. 

 

Finding 6.2b: The transition to NAEOP was seen mostly as a process internal to CanNor and that 
there would have negligible impact day-to-day operations. 
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 IMPACT ON EFFICIENCY [EO3] Section 7.  

Treasury Board of Canada’s Results-Based Management Lexicon defines efficiency as: 15 

The relationship between the outputs and results of an organization, policy, program or initiative and the 
resources used to produce them. 

This Section addresses the third Evaluation Objective and its subordinate Evaluation Questions: 

 EO3: Has NAEOP resulted in increased administrative and operational efficiencies? [Efficiencies]  
o EQ 3.1: Has the Harmonization resulted in improved program administration efficiency?  
o EQ3.2: Has Harmonization reduced the reporting burden; benefiting CanNor staff as well as funding 

recipients?  
 
 

7.1 Impact of Harmonization upon Program Administration Efficiency [EO3.1] 

The consensus of CanNor operations staff and executive management is that the Transition of NAEOP did not 
measurably reduce their internal administrative and reporting burdens nor that of the funding recipients. Some of the 
key observations were: 
 

 The Transition was initiated but many of the tasks identified in the Transition Plan that would have resulted 
in administrative and reporting efficiencies have not been completed.  
 

 While the introduction of multi-year projects did reduce the number of projects being administered; multi-
year projects are significantly more complex than single-year projects, requiring considerably more work (on 
a per project basis) with the funding applicants to get the project application to a point where it can be 
approved.  
 

 While it is true that multi-year projects require only one project review and approval, all other administrative 
requirements must be produced on an annual basis. There is a shared perception that the administrative 
requirements for multi-year projects can be further streamlined so that the burden is reduced. 
 

 For single-year projects, application review and funding processes require that economic development 
officers go through the same steps regardless of the projects’ size, complexity, dollar value, and the levels 
of risk.  
 

 The updates to the funding applications and the Project Assessment Report (PAR) did not adequately 
address the problem that the funding applications do not provide all the information needed by CanNor 
economic development officers to complete PARs. This means that the economic development officer must 
return to the funding applicant and seek additional information which could have been provided within the 
funding application. 

                                                             
15  Information obtained from the Government of Canada website: https://www.canada.ca/en/treasury-board-

secretariat/services/audit-evaluation/centre-excellence-evaluation/results-based-management-lexicon.html. Viewed March 
12, 2017. 

https://www.canada.ca/en/treasury-board-
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 The administrative burden, for both applicants and economic development officers, could be reduced with 
the availability of templates that would assist in the production, for example, of funding applications and end 
of project reports.  

CanNor policy staff noted that their administrative burden had been reduced slightly, possibly by a few days per year, 
because there were fewer programs to report on and fewer guidelines and administrative documents to maintain. 

 

Finding 7.1: The administrative burden on CanNor staff has not been reduced by Harmonization 
and the introduction of NAEOP. 

 

7.2 Reporting Burden, Funding Recipients [EQ3.2] 

Some CanNor staff stated that many funding recipients had told them that: 
 

 Reporting is too time consuming and that funding recipients are not accustomed to producing reports that 
included results-based information; 
 

 Since CanNor does not fund the time for the recipients to produce the reports, some recipients have stated 
they do not have the money needed to pay staff or contract someone to write the reports; and, 
 

 CanNor did not provide sufficient direction on what had to be reported on. This was proving frustrating to 
funding recipients, especially those with little report writing experience and capacity, because they had to go 
through several iterations of a report before CanNor would approve it. 

Many funding recipients stated that end-of-project reporting requirements are time consuming and that: 
 

 The level of effort and detail required in the reports seems to vary amongst different CanNor and ASDP 
staff;  
 

 Smaller low-risk projects seem to require as much reporting as do larger complex higher-risk projects; and, 
 

 Time is wasted because CanNor does not have a standardized set of reporting templates that can be used. 
End of project reporting templates would reduce the burden of reporting for applicants as they would know 
what information is being sought by CanNor 

When asked whether Harmonization had streamlined reporting and reduced the reporting burden, most CanNor 
operations staff were unable to identify any significant improvements or changes to the end-of-project reporting 
processes. 

 

Finding 7.2: Harmonization and the implementation of NAEOP has not streamlined the reporting 
process nor has it reduced recipient’s reporting burden. 
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 IMPACT ON PROGRAM DELIVERY [EO4] Section 8.  

This Section addresses the fourth Evaluation Objective and its subordinate Evaluation Questions: 

 EO4: What are the direct and indirect impacts of the Harmonization of the four Indigenous economic 
development programs upon program delivery? [Impact] 
o EQ4.1: Did the realignment of funding during the Harmonization of Indigenous economic development 

programs into NAEOP increase support for business over the 2012 level of 20%? 
o EQ4.2: Did Harmonization change the numbers and types of funded projects? 

 

8.1 Focus on Business Support [EQ4.1] 

The EBD Guidelines published by CanNor in 2014 state that the goal is to Increase the number of sustainable 
Aboriginal businesses and provide a supportive business environment for Aboriginal people in the territories.  

There is a shared belief amongst some CanNor staff that 70% of NAEOP funding is to be directed to business-based 
projects; largely based upon possible program design changes that were discussed between 2012 and 2014. 
However, no policy statements or other documents were identified that specifies a performance target or states what 
percentage of NAEOP funding is to be directed to business-based projects.  

CanNor is tracking and reporting on the percentage of projects that are business-based, with that number increasing 
from about 20% in 2012-13 to about 30% in 2015-16. CanNor staff could not identify a conscious effort to seek-out or 
provide preference to business-based projects; nor could they explain why there was an increase in business-based 
project funding versus community-based projects. A couple of CanNor staff speculated that the introduction of multi-
year funding favoured business-based projects; however, that could be neither confirmed or denied. 

 

Finding 8.1a: There has been an increase from 20% to 30% in the number of business-based 
projects; however, there are no policies or operational strategies that specify a target for the 
percentage of NAEOP funding to be allocated to businesses nor a date by which that target should 
be achieved. 

 

When asked if it was feasible to increase the percentage of funding directed to Indigenous-owned businesses 
projects in each of the Territories, CanNor staff responded yes, but only to a limited extent. CanNor’s economic 
development staff noted that each Territory and the regions within the Territories are quite different from each other. 
NWT has larger cities and towns, by northern standards while Nunavut has smaller community populations and there 
is a stronger tendency towards community-based business than entrepreneur-based businesses. The Yukon is 
situated somewhere between NWT and Nunavut when it comes to economic development.  

CanNor staff stated that to increase the percentage Indigenous-owned business funded projects would require the 
development of a focussed approach to favour business-based projects and a change to program criteria. They also 
stated that the targeted percentage for business-based would have to be lower than the 70% target that was 
envisioned in 2012; and, that the targets would have to be adjusted by Territory with NWT probably having the 
highest potential for increased business-based project funding, while Nunavut and the Yukon would require lower 
targets for business-based funded projects. 
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Finding 8.1b: There is potential to increase the percentage of business-base funded projects; and, 
those targets should be set on a Territory by Territory basis. The target of 70% discussed in the 
past is probably too high. 

 

8.2 Numbers and Types of Funded Projects [EQ4.2] 

The project file review of 63 AED and NAEOP projects did not result in any recognizable trends in the types of 
projects being funded by CanNor. However, with the introduction of multi-year funding under NAEOP in 2014 there is 
a trend to longer projects (two to four years) that would in the past have been undertaken under several projects 
rather than one longer term project; which incidentally is also increasing the dollar value of projects.  

Projects were generally diverse in nature: (i) technical, feasibility, financial, marketing and environmental studies; (ii) 
training, capacity and human resource development; (iii) community infrastructure; and, (iv) business capital 
infrastructure. Most projects were related to mining, tourism, fisheries, cultural industries and business development. 

The interviews of the CanNor managers and officers of the 63 project files that were reviewed observed that: 
 

 Many CanNor funded projects are one part of a larger, more complex project which includes many different 
funding cycles; some of which CanNor may be involved with and others where CanNor is not involved. 
 

 Multi-year project funding has increased the size and duration of the project and can include several sub-
projects, each of which would likely have been funded under single-year project funding.  
 

 No pattern, other than multi-year project funding, was detected which changed either the composition 
and/or characteristics of the projects being funded by CanNor. 

 

Finding 8.2: Other than for the introduction of multi-year project funding and the decrease of 
funding to core-funding, the Transition to NAEOP did not appreciably change the composition 
and/or characteristics of the projects funded by CanNor. There is a trend towards larger projects 
with larger budgets since multi-year funding was introduced with NAEOP. 
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 IMPACT OF CHANGES TO CORE-FUNDING [EO5] Section 9.  

This Section answers the fifth Evaluation Objective and its subordinate Evaluation Questions: 

 EO5: What has been the impact of reduced core-funding and its planned elimination? 
o EQ5.1: Has the shift from core-funding to proposal-based funding impacted upon the ability of 

Indigenous communities and organizations to access economic development funding?  
o EQ5.2: Has the shift from core-funding to proposal-based funding impacted upon the ability of CanNor 

and its partners to deliver economic development funding?  

This Section addresses core-funding and core-like-finding to Indigenous community-based economic development 
organizations under NAEOP’s Community Readiness and Opportunities Planning funding stream with of focus on the 
change of the allocation-based funding, i.e. the funding intended for funding recipients who previously received 
annual population-based allocations under the Community Economic Development Program (CEDP).   

The funding that CanNor provides to some Alternate Service Delivery Partners to deliver portions of the NAEOP 
Entrepreneurship and Business Development (EBD) funding stream was not specifically examined by this evaluation.   

 

9.1 Core-Funding and Allocation Based-Funding 

CanNor received INAC’s suite of programs from INAC in 2009; with the TS&Cs remaining mostly unchanged. Part of 
INAC’s ‘programming approach’ was to provide core-funding to build economic development capacity within the 
communities, especially those representing smaller communities in more remote locations that lack the capacity to 
effectively plan for and support economic development.   

In 2013-2014, CanNor made the decision to progressively shift the funding from allocation-based funding (core 
funding) toward project-based; however, while general statements were made about the funding shift, no detailed 
implementation plan or formal policy were developed to specify how this would happen. 

The non-CanNor groups of key informants had difficulty understanding the purpose and intent of CanNor’s shift from 
using an ‘allocation-formula’ to allocate core-funding  

As described in CanNor’s 2015-16 Departmental Performance Review 16, with the phasing-out of CEDP, CanNor in 
2014 started moving in the direction of supporting proposal-driven projects under CROP. Under CROP 17, funded 
projects can include core-like-funding to Indigenous community-based organizations; with CROP’s Program 
Guidelines stating that funding can be provided to increase the capacity within the community government to seize 
future economic opportunities.  

While many CanNor staff did not make a distinction between core-funding and core-like-funding, some CanNor staff 
made a general distinction between core-funding and core-like-funding in the following manner:  

 
 Core-funding under CEDP provided fixed annual amounts for economic development activities. With the 

implementation of NAEOP CanNor decided to reduce core-funding to Indigenous community-based 
                                                             
16  Canadian Northern Economic Development Agency (CanNor) 2015–16 Departmental Performance Report; 

http://www.cannor.gc.ca/DAM/DAM-CANNOR-CANNOR/STAGING/texte-text/dpr-2015-16-PDF_1475844665332_eng.pdf; 
Viewed 2017-07-03 

17  Community Readiness Opportunities Program, Canadian Northern Economic Development Agency; 
http://www.cannor.gc.ca/eng/1396121900938/1396122167871; Viewed 2016-12-19 

http://www.cannor.gc.ca/DAM/DAM-CANNOR-CANNOR/STAGING/texte-text/dpr-2015-16-PDF_1475844665332_eng.pdf
http://www.cannor.gc.ca/eng/1396121900938/1396122167871;
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economic development organizations by 25% per year to allow those organizations to adapt to the proposal-
driven approach. 
 

 Core-like-funding under CROP would allow the funding of activities that would support Indigenous 
community-based economic development organizations that lack economic development capacity. 

 
During the Document Review and the Key Informant Interviews it was observed that the use of core-funding is often 
used in correspondence and other documents relative to CROP as well as in correspondence to ASDPs and others. 
The terms core-funding and core-like-funding are not defined or used in the Program Guidelines. This has lead to 
some confusion. 
 

 
Finding 9.1: CanNor does not have a mutually shared understanding of the differences between 
core-funding and core-like-funding, and core-funding is often used to identify core-like-funding. 

 

9.2 Access to Core-funding [EQ5.1] 

Core-funding supports community economic development services and organizational capacity and is provided 
through NAEOP’s CROP fund. The core-funding budget for 2016-17 is $1,214,181, going to 27 different Indigenous 
economic development organizations: 
 

 3 organizations in Nunavut received $779,418; 
 21 organization in NWT received $376,110; and, 
 3 organizations in the Yukon received $58,653. 

Some CanNor staff stated that technically, ASDPs do not receive core-funding; rather, they do receive core-like-
funding through CROP to fund core-like activities to better support the organization they work with. For example, 
core-like-funding allows the ASDPs to hire additional economic development officers, providing the ASDP’s with the 
resources needed to identify economic development opportunities and develop funding strategies to undertake those 
projects. Another advantage of core-like-funding to ASDP’s is that their work in multiple communities allows them to 
better identify, plan and coordinate larger projects that have regional coverage.   

CanNor economic development officers generally agree that core-like-funding to ASDPs is a positive support to 
economic development in the North. During the Project File Review, no factual results-based information was found 
that supported or refuted the usefulness of core and core-like-funding. Key Informant Interviews provided a diverse 
set of opinions about the usefulness of core and core-like-funding; mostly anecdotal, with few demonstrated facts to 
support their beliefs.  

Some CanNor staff did not agree that core-like-funding to Indigenous Economic Development organizations is a 
positive support to economic development in the North. 

 
Finding 9.2a: Many CanNor economic development officers agree that core-like-funding to 
Indigenous Economic Development organizations is a positive support to economic development in 
the North; while other CanNor staff describe core-funding in a negative manner  
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The evaluation sought to identify positive results of providing core-funding and/or core-like-funding. The Project File 
Review and the Project Profiles was unsuccessful in identifying benefits and/or results that could be attributed to the 
provision of core-funding and/or core-like-funding. During the Key Informant Interviews CanNor staff agreed that 
information could be identified and gathered to allow for a results-based analysis.  

Many of the Key Informants agreed core-funding was essential to the design, approval and implementation of 
successfully funded projects, citing that the applicants often did not have the capacity to undertake the economic 
development activity without help.  

 
Finding 9.2b: There is agreement that core-funding and/or core-like-funding is effective in 
promoting economic development; however, CanNor would have to conduct additional data 
gathering and analysis before a results-based conclusion could be rendered. 

 

9.3 Shift from Core-funding to Proposal-based Funding [EQ5.2] 

There have been problems in implementing this approach. A few CanNor staff and CROP funding recipients staff felt 
that the concept of proposal-based funding was insufficiently developed and that more detailed guidelines and 
templates may allow for the shift away from allocation-based core-funding.  

Some CanNor and CROP recipient staff noted that proposal-based funding is or could be a way to: 
 

 Have Indigenous economic development organizations develop results-based work plans that identify what 
and how economic development capacities are to be developed; and, 
 

 Require those organizations to submit end-of-project reports, which is not a requirement when core-funding 
is provided to communities. 

One of the identified major impediments to implementing proposal-based funding is the lack of clear directives and 
guidelines that would apply, as well as templates and training for CanNor staff who work with funding applicants and 
Indigenous community-based economic development organizations. 
 
Concern was raised by the Indigenous Economic Development organizations and CanNor staff that submitting 
proposal-based funding applications under CROP to carry out core-like activities would require organizations to pay 
for at least 20% of the total cost of the project. Two views were expressed: 
 

 The proposal-based funding approach is to replace core-like-funding that had been previously provided by 
CanNor. Since the applicant is seeking the core-like-funding to develop economic development capacity; * 
this is seen by some Indigenous economic development organizations and some CanNor staff as CanNor 
requiring the Indigenous Economic Development organizations to support their internal capacity by 
leveraging 20% from other sources, which is perceived as being unfair. 

 The Indigenous Economic Development organizations that are or could be seeking proposal-based funding 
to replace core-like-funding are, for the large part, Inuit, First Nations and Metis organizations who have 
been funded from a Land Claim or from other federal, territorial or Indigenous organizations. A few CanNor 
staff stated that requiring a 20% contribution from the ASDPs might be appropriate. 

When asked about the elimination of CEDP core-funding, some CanNor staff stated that the proposal-based 
approach was insufficiently developed and had been too hastily implemented; and, that CanNor should at, a 
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minimum, delay the elimination of the allocation-based  core-funding until the proposal-based approach is fully 
thought out; after which, the core-funding decision can be made. 

Most of the interviewed key informants with Indigenous Economic Development organizations were against the shift 
from the previous CEDP core-funding to a proposal-based approach. Some noted that many of the essential services 
they provide are paid for by the allocation-based funding they receive  

 
Finding 9.3: There is some agreement that a proposal-based funding approach which would allow 
for core-like-funding would work if clear directives, guidelines and templates would be produced. 
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 PROGRAM RELEVANCE [EO6] Section 10.  

This Section addresses the sixth Evaluation Objective and its subordinate Evaluation Questions: 

 EO6: Is NAEOP aligned with current government priorities and federal initiatives? [Relevance]. 
o EQ6.1: What are the Canadian Government’s economic development properties? 
o EQ6.2: Is NAEOP aligned with current government priorities and federal initiatives relative to 

Indigenous economic development, in general, and more specifically north of the 60th parallel? 
o EQ6.3: Is NAEOP aligned with CanNor’s mandate and priorities? 

 

10.1 Government of Canada’s Economic Development Priorities [EQ6.1] 

The Government of Canada’s commitment to economic development priorities has been outlined in two key 
documents: 
 

 The Federal Government’s 2017 Budget, which continues to support the economic priorities identified 
within the 2016 Budget, states that the Government: 18 
o Supports innovation in key growth industries—clean technology, digital and agri-food—with new 

measures that will improve access to financing, encourage investment, support the demonstration of 
technologies and build the capacity necessary for Canadians to take advantage of growth opportunities 
and create good, well-paying jobs. 

o Continues the Government's plan to invest in the middle class and in the long-term productive capacity 
of the Canadian economy. 

o Invests in transformation Canadian communities, create middle class jobs and generate clean, 
sustained growth. 

o Will takes the next step in the Government’s long-term economic plan, understanding that in the face of 
unprecedented change, a confident Canadian middle class will always be the beating heart of our 
country and the engine of our economy. 

o Continues its investments in a Strong Middle Class. Budget 2017 builds on the Government's previous 
actions, and proposes smart, targeted investments that will help create the conditions required to foster 
economic growth; and, grow the middle class. 

o The total value of new proposals announced in Budget 2016 was $11.6 billion in 2016–17. This 
investment was expected to boost real economic activity by 0.5 per cent in the first year of 
implementation, reflecting increased government expenditure on infrastructure, new programs, as well 
as increased transfers to households. 
 

 The Prime Minister’s mandate letter to the Minister of Innovation, Science and Economic Development, 
states that CanNor’s Minister will support and invest in economic development: 19 
o We made a commitment to invest in growing our economy, strengthening the middle class, and helping 

those working hard to join it. We committed to provide more direct help to those who need it by giving 
less to those who do not. We committed to public investment as the best way to spur economic growth, 

                                                             
18  Information obtained from the Government of Canada website: http://www.budget.gc.ca/2017/docs/plan/overview-apercu-

en.html. Viewed April 13, 2017. 
19  Information obtained from the Prime Minister’s website: http://pm.gc.ca/eng/minister-innovation-science-and-economic-

development-mandate-letter. Viewed April 13, 2017. 

http://www.budget.gc.ca/2017/docs/plan/overview-apercu-
http://pm.gc.ca/eng/minister-innovation-science-and-economic-
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job creation, and broad-based prosperity. We committed to a responsible, transparent fiscal plan for 
challenging economic times. 

o Work with the Minister of Indigenous and Northern Affairs and the Minister of Employment, Workforce 
Development and Labour to promote economic development and create jobs for Indigenous Peoples. 

o We made a commitment to Canadians to pursue our goals with a renewed sense of collaboration. 
Improved partnerships with provincial, territorial, and municipal governments are essential to deliver the 
real, positive change that we promised Canadians. No relationship is more important to me and to 
Canada than the one with Indigenous Peoples. 

o As Minister of Innovation, Science and Economic Development, your overarching goal will be to help 
Canadian businesses grow, innovate and export so that they can create good quality jobs and wealth 
for Canadians. You will achieve this goal by working with provinces, territories, municipalities, the post-
secondary education system, employers and labour to improve the quality and impact of our programs 
that support innovation, scientific research and entrepreneurship. You will collaborate with provinces, 
territories and municipalities to align, where possible, your efforts. 
 

 

Finding 10.1: The Government of Canada is committed to supporting and funding economic 
development and job creation in Canada. 

 

10.2 CanNor’s Economic Development Priorities [EQ6.2] 

CanNor’s commitment to economic development has been outlined in two key documents: 
 

 The Minister of Innovation, Science and Economic Development issued The Canadian Northern Economic 
Development Agency – 2017-2018 Departmental Plan states that: 20 
o CanNor will continue to help develop a diversified, sustainable, and dynamic economy across Canada's 

three territories. To do so, CanNor will direct contribution funding programs. 
o CanNor will advance northern economic development by supporting projects that contribute to 

economic growth and diversification.  
o Through the Northern Aboriginal Economic Opportunities Program (NAEOP), CanNor supports 

increased participation of northern Indigenous communities and businesses in the economy.  
o CanNor will continue to deepen its relationship with partner organizations that deliver Indigenous 

business funding and services on behalf of the Agency, ensuring that they can continue to assist 
Indigenous small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) to develop into sustainable companies with 
long-term growth potential. 

 CanNor published its Strategic Framework 2013-18, Building a Strong North Together. Some of the key 
statements within that document include: 21 
o Vision: A strong, diversified, sustainable and dynamic economy for Northerners, including Indigenous 

Peoples, communities and businesses across Canada’s three territories, that contributes to Canada’s 
prosperity. 

                                                             
20  Information obtained from CanNor’s website: http://www.cannor.gc.ca/DAM/DAM-CANNOR-CANNOR/STAGING/texte-

text/dept_plan_2017-18_1489063922958_eng.pdf. Viewed April 11, 2017. 
21  Information obtained from CanNor's website: http://www.cannor.gc.ca/DAM/DAM-CANNOR-CANNOR/STAGING/texte-

text/framework_strat-plan_1387761468037_eng.pdf. Viewed April 13, 2017 

http://www.cannor.gc.ca/DAM/DAM-CANNOR-CANNOR/STAGING/texte-
http://www.cannor.gc.ca/DAM/DAM-CANNOR-CANNOR/STAGING/texte-
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o Mandate: Fostering regional economic development in Canada’s three territories by delivering 
programs; building partnerships to leverage investments in the North; and advocating for the interests 
of Northerners, including Indigenous Peoples. 

o CanNor supports and collaborates with Indigenous Peoples and communities so that they can leverage 
opportunities to develop their economies. 

o CanNor’s role as a federal regional development agency for the three territories is particularly important 
as the federal government plays a more direct role in the territories than in the provinces. 

o This will be accomplished through three building blocks: policy and research; leadership and advocacy; 
and economic development funding programs. 

 

Finding 10.2: CanNor supports and operationalized the Government of Canada’s committed to 
support and fund economic development and job creation in Canada’s Territories. 

 

10.3 NAEOP’s Alignment with Canada’s and CanNor’s Economic Development Priorities [EQ6.3] 

NAEOP increases the participation of northern Indigenous communities and businesses in economic opportunities. 22   
 

 The CROP fund is intended to improve the economic development capacity of Indigenous communities and 
increase economic development in the three territories. It achieves this by providing financial support to First 
Nations and Inuit communities, so they can improve their capacity and prepare to plan for, pursue, and 
participate in economic opportunities. 
 

 The EBD fund provides financial support to Indigenous entrepreneurs, businesses, and commercial entities 
to expand their business in the three territories. It helps applicants pursue economic opportunities that 
benefit Indigenous people. The fund is also intended to provide project-based support for activities that help 
to establish or grow Indigenous businesses. 

NAEOP works with communities, businesses and entrepreneurs and CanNor’s partners by supporting and funding 
projects that could lead to economic development. Both CROP and EBD are directly aligned with the Government of 
Canada’s and CanNor’s objectives by providing support and funding for the creation of economic development in 
Canada’s North. 

 

Finding 10.3: NAEOP is aligned with the Government of Canada’s and CanNor’s commitment to 
support and fund economic development and job creation. 

 

 

  

                                                             
22  Information obtained from CanNor's website: http://www.cannor.gc.ca/eng/1385486556734/1385486648146. Viewed May 

13, 2017. 

http://www.cannor.gc.ca/eng/1385486556734/1385486648146.
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 MEASURING RESULTS AND PROGRAM IMPROVEMENTS [EO7] Section 11.  

This Section addresses the seventh and last Evaluation Objective and its subordinate Evaluation Questions: 

 EO7: What actions are required to improve program performance and prepare for the summative 
evaluation? [Program Improvements]. 
o EQ7.1: What needs to be done to measure program results? 
o EQ7.2: What needs to be done to improve program performance?  
o EQ7.3: Is CanNor prepared for the summative evaluation to be conducted in 2018? 
o EQ7.4: What strategy could be employed to optimize measuring results and improving program 

performance? 

 

11.1 Measuring Results [EQ7.1] 

During the Key Informant interviews and the project file review options for the measurement of program results were 
identified. They are presented in the following sub-sections. 

Performance Measurement Strategy 

CanNor’s Performance Management Strategy (PMS) was approved in August 2013. While the Program Profile, Risk 
Management and Evaluation Strategy sections of the PMS are comprehensive; the Logic Model, the Performance 
Measurement Strategy Framework section of PMS are too focused on administrative outcomes rather than program 
outcomes. For example, only one of the 15 performance indicators identified in the PMS addresses program 
outcomes; whether a business is still operating three years after it has received support from the NAEOP. The other 
14 performance indicators address administrative outputs. 

Performance Reporting to Treasury Board should focus on program outcomes as the purpose of NAEOP is to 
encourage and generate economic development in the Territories. The lack of adequate Performance Indicators to 
measure program outcomes limits CanNor’s ability to report on the performance of the program and identify the 
economic development results being achieved under NAEOP.  

Treasury Board Secretariat’s Results-Based Management Lexicon 23 defines outcomes as external consequence 
attributed, in part, to an organization, policy, program or initiative. Outcomes are not within the control of a single 
organization, policy, program or initiative; instead they are within the area of the organization's influence. Outcomes 
are usually further qualified as immediate, intermediate, or ultimate (final), expected, direct, etc. Three types of 
outcomes related to the logic model are defined as: 
 

 Immediate Outcome: An outcome that is directly attributable to a policy, program or initiative's outputs. In 
terms of time frame and level, these are short-term outcomes and are often at the level of an increase in 
awareness of a target population. 
 

                                                             
23  Glossary of terms obtained from the Government of Canada website: https://www.canada.ca/en/treasury-board-

secretariat/services/audit-evaluation/centre-excellence-evaluation/results-based-management-lexicon.html. Viewed March 
12, 2017. 

https://www.canada.ca/en/treasury-board-
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 Intermediate Outcome: An outcome that is expected to logically occur once one or more immediate 
outcomes have been achieved. In terms of time frame and level, these are medium-term outcomes and are 
often at the change of behavior level among a target population. 
 

 Final Outcome: The highest-level outcome that can be reasonably attributed to a policy, program or initiative 
in causal manner, and is the consequence of one or more intermediate outcomes having been achieved. 
These outcomes usually represent the raison d'être of a policy, program or initiative. They are long-term 
outcomes that represent a change of state of a target population. Ultimate outcomes of individual programs, 
policies or initiatives contribute to the higher-level departmental Strategic Outcomes. 
 

Using Treasury Board’s definition of outcomes confirms the need to increase the number of performance outcomes 
identified within the PMS combined with a major reduction in the number of administrative outputs to be included 
within the PMS. This change in turn will require that: 
 

 The Logic Model focus more on economic development expected outcomes and less on access to funding; 
 

 The Risk Management focus on the risks and mitigation strategies related to achieving expected economic 
development outcomes; 
 

 New Performance Measurement Indicators will need to be identified as will the information that needs to be 
gathered to measure performance. The number of jobs created and/or saved and the impact upon the 
communities and businesses are examples of performance indicators that could be considered. 
 

Finding 11.1a: Revise the Performance Measurement Strategy to increase the focus on program 
outcomes. 

 

Performance Measurement by Project Type: 

The Project File Review found that for many of CanNor’s funded projects: 
 

 They are sub-projects of larger long-term economic development projects; with the exception being smaller 
entrepreneur-based business projects. Large projects typically had numerous phases such as: feasibility 
studies; engineering and environmental studies; infrastructure development; human resource development 
and training; the construction of the necessary infrastructure; and, the operating infrastructure and facilities; 
just to mention a few.  
 

 CanNor and the recipient are typically not the only funding partner in the project, with funding often coming 
from other federal and territorial governments as well as Indigenous organizations. 
 

 Some projects, like feasibility studies are conducted to determine the viability of implementing the project 
under consideration. The studies in themselves do not create economic development or wealth but they are 
essential first steps in business development. 
 

This creates a challenge to measuring and attributing performance outcomes to CanNor because CanNor does not 
have a project-type classification system against which performance indicators can be developed. For example, a 
marketing study can be funded to determine if the volume of business justifies the expenditure of time and money to 
create a business. The marketing study is like a node in the decision tree. The performance indicator for a marketing 
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study could be whether the recommendation made by the study allowed for a decision to be taken on whether to 
continue to the next phase of the project, or not.  

 

Finding 11.1b: Develop performance indicators for each of the primary types of projects funded by 
CanNor. 

 

Gathering Information to Measure Program Results 

The Document Review and the Project File Review found that information that had the potential to measure 
performance and program outcomes was not available on the project files. During discussions with CanNor staff it 
was determined that CanNor periodically reviews some completed projects to determine if economic development 
results were being produced. When examined, the periodic reviews did not employ a standardized process nor a 
standard list of indicators to identify potential outcomes. Furthermore, the process did not use a statistical selection 
process to identify which projects to examine. 

Three documents were identified which had the potential to contain useful performance measurement information if 
those documents were linked to the proposed updated Performance Measurement Strategy and its Performance 
Indicators: 
 

 The project application could address the expected outcomes to be achieved; 
 

 The PAR could translate the expected outcomes identified in the project application into information that 
could be used to measure performance and outcomes; and, 
 

 The end-of-project report, supported by templates and guidelines produced by CanNor, could describe the 
results that have been achieved. 

Of the options that were considered, it was generally agreed that this would be the least intrusive and most efficient 
manner of gathering the required information.  

 

Finding 11.1c: The project application form, the PAR and the end-of-project report should be 
redesigned and integrated within the Performance Measurement Strategy to produce the 
information needed to measure program performance. 

 

11.2 Improving Program Performance and Delivery [EQ7.2] 

During the conduct of the evaluation CanNor staff and the evaluators identified a few proposed changes that should 
improve program delivery and prepare for the upcoming summative evaluation of NAEOP. The proposed changes 
are discussed in the following sub-sections. 

Multi-year Funding Agreements 

Some of the CanNor interviewees noted that improvements could be made to multi-year funding processes by 
eliminating the need to sign new contribution agreements in the second and following years of a multi-year project, 
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thus reducing the administrative burden for the recipient as well as CanNor staff. The interviewees recognized that 
there may be an advantage to having an exchange of letters at the start of the second and subsequent years to 
confirm project timelines and financial disbursements. 

 

Suggested Program Improvement 11.2a: Replacing the need to sign new contribution 
agreements with an exchange of letters in the second and following years of a multi-year project. 
This would increase administrative efficiencies without sacrificing effectiveness. 

 

Increased Funding to Business-based Projects 

There was no agreement amongst CanNor staff as to whether there should be a target to increase funding for 
business-based projects. A few stated that CanNor funding should be almost solely business-based and most stated 
that there was a need for both community-based and business-based projects. CanNor staff noted that if a decision 
is taken to establish a target for business-based project, then there is a need to identify what constitutes a business-
based project, as both communities and entrepreneurs can seek funding for a business.  

When asked how they would increase the percentage of funding directed to business-based projects, CanNor staff 
suggested that: 

 
 Each Territory be examined to determine a realistic target percentage; most agree that 70% was too high of 

a target and that Nunavut’s and the Yukon’s targets should be lower than those for NWT: 
 

 A strategy to achieve the desired percentage increase would have to be developed, including an 
implementation plan and date by which the target is to be achieved; and, 
 

 The Performance Measurement Strategy would need to be updated to include the new targets and the 
performance indicators that will be used to measure results. 
 
 

Finding 11.2b: If CanNor decides to increase the percentage of funding directed to business-
based projects, then it should identify a target percentage for each Territory, more clearly define 
what a business-based project is and develop an implementation plan on how to achieve those 
targets. 

 

Update Administrative Guidelines and Interpretations 

The lack of current approved guidelines and interpretations was identified as making it difficult to guide funding 
applicants on project eligibility, application processes and eligible project costs. CanNor Operations Headquarters 
staff had started the updates, but that work stopped in 2016 awaiting the arrival of a senior manager. 

 

Finding 11.2c: It is necessary to update and approve the administrative guidelines and 
interpretations. 
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Reporting Burden 

When asked how reporting could be streamlined, CanNor staff and funding recipients agreed that reporting templates 
would reduce the time spent with applicants in producing the reports. CanNor economic development staff suggested 
that different reporting templates should be developed for different types of projects and different levels of risk, cost 
and complexity. For example, a report for a small feasibility study should be significantly different and less complex 
than a report for a large multi-year projects. 

Recipients sometimes noted that end-of-project was stressful in that they did not understand CanNor’s reporting 
expectations; and, many project reports could be two or three paragraphs in length rather than many pages in length. 
For example, a report for an engineering study could state that the project was technically feasible and that the 
engineers recommended the project progress to the next phase. 

 

Finding 11.2d: Reporting templates and report examples, adapted to the type, size and complexity 
of different funded projects, would streamline reporting and reduce the burden of recipient 
reporting. 

 

Program Procedures and Controls 

The Document Review and Key Informant Interviews with CanNor staff identified procedures, interpretations and 
guidelines that were outdated, many having been produced by INAC prior to the creation of CanNor in 2009 and the 
transition to NAEOP in 2014. CanNor staff also noted that the existing controls focused on financial control, with little 
existing for operational and quality control. 

CanNor staff noted that while work has been initiated in updating and improving procedures, guidelines and controls, 
little has been done in over a year due to staffing issues, as senior level review and approvals are required.  

 

Finding 11.2e: CanNor’s operational procedures, interpretations, guidelines and controls are 
lacking and/or outdated. Also, they do not adequately address the changes brought about by the 
transition to NAEOP.  

 

11.3 Level of Preparedness for the 2018 Summative Evaluation [EQ7.3] 

Summative evaluations should focus on the degree to which desired outcomes specified within the PMS’s Logic 
Model have been achieved; and, the extent to which the policy and program have contributed to the achievement of 
outcomes.  

The project file reviews and interviews, as discussed in the previous sections of this report, have confirmed that the 
PMS and data needed to measure program performance, effectiveness and efficiency does not exist. Without 
suitable performance measurement indicators and reliable date to measure results, the summative evaluation will 
most likely not be able to identify program performance, efficiencies and effectiveness.  

If CanNor were to undertake the tasks suggested in this report, it will likely take 18 months to complete the work 
which needs to be done before the summative evaluation could be undertaken. 
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Finding 11.3: CanNor will not have the performance indicators, data and updated PMS needed to 
conduct a productive summative evaluation before 2019. 

 

11.4 Strategy to Measuring Results and Improve Program Performance [EQ7.4] 

During the review of the findings presented in this and previous sections of the report, some common threads were 
identified with most obvious being that most of the tasks are directly linked to the need to develop measurable 
performance indicators; primarily for outcomes and to a lesser degree for administrative outputs. The three more 
obvious are: 
 

 Recipient reporting should be focused, in part, on providing the information to measure program outcomes 
and performance; 
 

 Administrative forms including the PAR should, in part, gather the information about the projects’ expected 
outcomes; and, 
 

 CanNor reporting on performance should be based on measurable approved performance indicators. 

When CanNor staff were asked how to undertake and implement the required changes, the summary of the most 
common responses is: 
 

 The tasks are all important and they are interlinked; they should be done simultaneously as a single 
comprehensive package. For example, how can you develop a reporting template to gather performance 
information when the Performance Measurement Strategy requires a major revision to the performance 
indicators? 
 

 The work should be undertaken by teams composed of policy and operations staff. Participation and input is 
required from both sides during the entire process. 
 

 With the fast approaching deadline to start the summative evaluation of NAEOP, external resources and/or 
dedicated staff should be assigned to the task.  

One interviewee stated that true change can only come about if all staff embrace change. An undertaking of this 
magnitude and importance requires a combined Change Management Plan and a Transition (project management) 
Plan. This approach will reduce staff uncertainty about change as well as encouraging buy-in and acceptance of the 
proposed changes.  

 

Finding 11.4: A joint policy and operations staff-led combined augmented by external and/or 
internal resources to develop and implement a Change Management and Transition Plan would 
increase program performance and facilitate results measurement. 
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 CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS Section 12.  

This section responds to each of the seven Evaluation Objectives, providing conclusions and recommendations. 

 

Evaluation Objective #1: Program Design and Changes 

What were NAEOP’s original and current management and program objectives and the expected benefits to 
be achieved from the Harmonization of the four AED programs (ABDP, CEDP, CEOP and CSSP) into 
NAEOP? 

Conclusion: Harmonization of AED into NAEOP was successful; the expected benefits of Harmonization 
have been addressed; and, most of the operational Transition tasks were addressed. All but one of AED’s 
Eligible Recipients and Eligible Projects were retained and included within NAEOP.  

The findings that support this conclusion are: 
 

 Harmonization have been successfully implemented; AED has been merged into NEOAP’s two program 
streams.  
 

 Harmonization made no changes to the organizations and individuals who are Eligible Recipients nor to the 
types of Eligible Projects that can be funded through NAEOP, with the exception that charitable and 
religious organizations are now excluded. 
 

 There have been some improvements in management, policy and application processes with additional 
work required to complete the tasks. 
 

 From a policy perspective Harmonization was successful in implementing a single application process.  
 

 From an operational perspective Harmonization was not fully successful because funding applicants would 
be better served by revised application forms. 
 

 CanNor has successfully implemented multi-year agreements for both business-based and community-
based projects. 
 

 Many of the policy-related Transition tasks have been completed while some key tasks need to be 
addressed.  
 

 The organizational changes within CanNor, at the time NAEOP was introduced, did not appreciable change 
the way Indigenous economic development funding and support is delivered. 
 

 Work on updating administrative guidelines and interpretations has been initiated but not completed. 
Administrative efficiencies and increased consistency in interpreting Ts&Cs will be increased by the 
completion of the guidelines and interpretations. 

Recommendation: Develop an updated Transition Plan to complete the implantation of NAEOP. Section 11 
proposes some specific tasks that could be included within an updated transition plan. 
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Evaluation Objective #2: Effectiveness 

Has NAEOP resulted in improved administrative effectiveness of delivery? [Effectiveness] 
 

Conclusion: Harmonization and the transition to NAEOP did not produce any measurable levels of increased 
effectiveness as some key implementation tasks have not been completed. 

The findings that support this conclusion are: 
 

 The evaluation did not identify any areas where there had been a measurable increase in the effectiveness 
of program delivery 
 

 Work on updating administrative guidelines and interpretations has been initiated but not completed. 
Administrative effectiveness could be increased with the completion of the administrative guidelines and 
interpretations. 
 

 Harmonization and the transition to NAEOP did not impact upon CanNor’s partnerships. 
 

 The Transition to NAEOP was seen mostly as a process internal to CanNor and that there would have 
negligible impact day-to-day operations. 

Recommendation: Use the updated Transition Plan to guide the completion the implantation of NAEOP from an 
effectiveness perspective. 

 

Evaluation Objective #3: Efficiency 

Has NAEOP resulted in increased administrative and operational efficiencies? [Efficiencies]  
 

Conclusion: Harmonization and the transition to NAEOP did not produce any measurable increases in 
efficiency as some streamlining implementation tasks have not been completed. 

The findings that support this conclusion are: 
 

 The administrative burden on CanNor staff has not been reduced by Harmonization and the introduction of 
NAEOP. 
 

 Harmonization and the implementation of NAEOP has not streamlined the reporting process nor has it 
reduced recipient’s reporting burden. 

Recommendation: Use the updated Transition Plan to complete the implantation of NAEOP from an efficiency 
perspective.  
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Evaluation Objective #4: Impact 

What are the direct and indirect impacts of the Harmonization of the four Indigenous economic development 
programs upon program delivery? [Impact] 
 

Conclusion: The impact of Harmonization and the Transition to NAEOP did not have any appreciable impacts 
upon program delivery except for the positive impacts of multi-year funding and the negative impacts from 
the cuts to core-funding. 

The findings that support this conclusion are: 
 

 There has been an increase from 20% to 30% in the number of business-based projects; however, there are 
no policies or operational strategies that specify a target for the percentage of NAEOP funding to be 
allocated to businesses nor a date by which that target should be achieved. 
 

 There is potential to increase the percentage of business-base funded projects; and, those targets should 
be set on a Territory by Territory basis. The target of 70% discussed in the past is probably too high. 
 

 Other than for the introduction of multi-year project funding and the decrease of funding to core-funding, the 
Transition to NAEOP did not appreciably change the composition and/or characteristics of the projects 
funded by CanNor. There is a trend towards larger projects with larger budgets since multi-year funding was 
introduced with NAEOP. 

Recommendation: None required. 

 

Evaluation Objective #5: Core-funding 

What has been the impact of reduced core-funding and its planned elimination? 

Conclusion: There is a consensus that core-funding and core-like-funding improves the ability of Indigenous 
Economic Development organizations to support economic development. 

Conclusion: The proposal-based approach towards core-like-funding is possible through the development of clear 
directives, guidelines and templates. 

The findings that support this conclusion are: 
 

 CanNor does not have a mutually shared understanding of the differences between core-funding and core-
like-funding, and core-funding is often used to identify core-like-funding. 
 

 Many CanNor economic development officers agree that core-like-funding to Indigenous Economic 
Development organizations is a positive support to economic development in the North; while other CanNor 
staff describe core-funding in a negative manner  
 

 There is agreement that core-funding and/or core-like-funding is effective in promoting economic 
development; however, CanNor would have to conduct additional data gathering and analysis before a 
results-based conclusion could be rendered. 
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 There is some agreement that a proposal-based funding approach which would allow for core-like-funding 
would work if clear directives, guidelines and templates would be produced. 

Recommendation: Maintain core-funding to the Indigenous Economic Development Organizations until a workable 
proposal-based funding approach or other alternative is developed.  

 

Evaluation Objective #6: Relevance 

Is NAEOP aligned with current government priorities and federal initiatives? [Relevance]. 

Conclusion: NAEOP is relevant and it is aligned with current government priorities and federal initiative. 

The findings that support this conclusion are: 
 

 The Government of Canada is committed to supporting and funding economic development and job creation 
in Canada.  
 

 CanNor supports and operationalized the Government of Canada’s committed to support and fund 
economic development and job creation in Canada’s Territories. 
 

 NAEOP is aligned with the Government of Canada’s and CanNor’s commitment to support and fund 
economic development and job creation. 

Recommendation: None required. 

 

Evaluation Objective #7: Program Improvements and Measurement 

What actions are required to improve program performance and prepare for the summative evaluation? 
[Program Improvements]. 

Conclusion: Program improvements and performance measurement can be achieved with the design and 
implementation of a combined Change Management Plan and Transition Plan. 

Conclusion: CanNor does not have the policy tools (PMS etc.) and the results-based data needed to conduct 
a successful a summative evaluation of NAEOP in 2018.  

Conclusion: CanNor’s operational procedures, interpretations, guidelines and controls are lacking and/or 
outdated. 

Conclusion: Reducing reporting burden and improving the measurement of results can be achieved through 
the development of reporting templates that are linked to the performance indicators within an updated PMS. 

The findings that support these conclusions are: 
 

 A joint policy and operations staff-led combined augmented by external and/or internal resources to develop 
and implement a Change Management and Transition Plan would increase program performance and 
facilitate results measurement. 
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 CanNor will not have the performance indicators, data and updated PMS needed to conduct a productive 
summative evaluation before 2019. 
 

 Reporting templates and report examples, adapted to the type, size and complexity of different funded 
projects, would streamline reporting and reduce the burden of recipient reporting.  
 

 CanNor’s operational procedures, interpretations, guidelines and controls are lacking and/or outdated. Also, 
they do not adequately address the changes brought about by the transition to NAEOP. 
 

 It is necessary to update and approve the administrative guidelines and interpretations. 
 

 If CanNor decides to increase the percentage of funding directed to business-based projects, then it should 
identify a target percentage for each Territory, more clearly define what a business-based project is and 
develop an implementation plan on how to achieve those targets. 
 

 Replacing the need to sign new contribution agreements with an exchange of letters in the second and 
following years of a multi-year project. This would increase administrative efficiencies without sacrificing 
effectiveness. 
 

 The project application form, the PAR and the end-of-project report should be redesigned and integrated 
within the Performance Measurement Strategy to produce the information needed to measure program 
performance. 
 

 Develop performance indicators for each of the primary types of projects funded by CanNor. 
 

 Revise the Performance Measurement Strategy to increase the focus on program outcomes. 
 

Recommendation: Develop a PMS that is results-based and which focuses on program results and not 
administrative outputs. 

Recommendation: Develop new and update existing operational procedures, interpretations, guidelines and 
controls reflecting the transition to NAEOP. 

Recommendation: Develop reporting templates linked to the performance indicators in an updated PMS. 
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Appendix 1. BIBLIOGRAPHY 

This appendix presents the documents that were reviewed complete with an explanation of the information that was 
found. Numeric prefaces have been added to each file to facilitate cross-referencing and sharing of information. All 
files will be included with the working document file that will be submitted to CanNor at the end of the evaluation. 

001_Renovations in the North 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: October 5, 2012 

Contents of the Document: Page 8 of the PowerPoint presentation provides an indication of the direction CanNor 
would be taking with the Harmonization of NAEOP.  

002_Summative Evaluation, EcDev, INAC  
Author: INAC, Evaluation, Performance Measurement, and Review Branch 

Date Published: April 2009 

Contents of the Document: A summative evaluation conducted by INAC of their economic development programs 
being delivered in Canada’s provinces and territories. The document predates NAEOP’s implementation in 2014. The 
Aboriginal Economic Development Program (AED) was included within the evaluation. 

Observations/Finding: The evaluation found: 

 Cost Effectiveness: 
o is cost-effective considering the revenues, jobs and profits generated; (page 37) 

 Relevance: 
o consistent with the federal government and departmental priorities; (page 18) 
o literature indicates that there is an ongoing need to support economic development in Indigenous 

communities; (page 19) 
 Program Impact/Success: 

o ABDP and EDP contributed to Indigenous economic development as they increase participation of 
Indigenous people in the economy through the creation and retention of an estimated 6500 jobs per 
year; (page 21) 

o Information about jobs created could provide background information for future summative evaluation of 
NAEOP; (page 22) 

003_CEOP, CEDP AND CSSP and Program Guidelines 
Author: INAC 

Date Published: Unknown. Was produced prior to the program handover is CanNor. Most likely no changes prior to 
April 2014. 

Contents of the Document: Contains the CEOP, CEDP and CSSP program guidelines, embedded into a single 
document. Each program guideline includes descriptions and examples for: (i) eligible recipients; (ii) eligible projects; 
(iii) eligible expenditures; (iv) application requirements; (v) project approval criteria; (vi) funding levels; and, (vii) terms 
and conditions of funding agreements. 
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004_EBD Program Guidelines 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: April 1, 2014 

Contents of the Document: Includes descriptions and examples for: (i) eligible recipients; (ii) eligible projects; (iii) 
eligible expenditures; (iv) application requirements; (v) project approval criteria; (vi) funding levels; and, (vii) terms 
and conditions of funding agreements. 

005_CROP Program Guidelines 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: April 1, 2014 

Contents of the Document: Includes descriptions and examples for: (i) eligible recipients; (ii) eligible projects; (iii) 
eligible expenditures; (iv) application requirements; (v) project approval criteria; (vi) funding levels; and, (vii) terms 
and conditions of funding agreements. 

006_CanNor Service Delivery Standards for Program Delivery 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: Uncertain. Viewed on CanNor’s website January 6, 2017. 

Contents of the Document: The Policy on Transfer Payments requires the establishment of departmental Service 
Standards for federal transfer payment programs. Under Section 6.5.9, the Deputy Head is responsible for 
establishing reasonable and practical departmental service standards for transfer payment programs. The Canadian 
Northern Economic Development Agency (herein referred to as "the Agency") has developed Service Standards to 
support its mandate: to advance economic development in Nunavut, the Northwest Territories, and Yukon. 

CanNor’s service standard is: 

 Within ten (10) business days of receiving an expression of interest, the Agency will send an 
Acknowledgment – letter or email - to the Proponent. 

 Within ten (10) business days of receiving a signed application for funding, the Agency will send an 
Acknowledgment – letter or email - to the Proponent. 

 Within ninety (90) Net Business Days of receiving a signed and complete application, the Agency will render 
a funding decision (i.e. approval, rejection or withdrawal). 

 Proponents will receive a payment from the Agency within ten (10) Net Business Days of a scheduled 
payment. 

007_CanNor Project Assessment Report (PAR) 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: Unknown. Updated 18 November 2016. Viewed on CanNor’s website @ http://www.cannor.gc.ca 
/DAM/DAM-CANNOR-CANNOR/STAGING/texte-text/template_1398880970533_eng.pdf. 

http://www.cannor.gc.ca
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Contents of the Document: Within CanNor’s Service Standards for Program Delivery, a copy of CanNor’s Project 
Assessment Report (PAR) is presented. The PAR is a seven-page form used by CanNor to assess funding 
applications and to decide whether CanNor will or will not seek the Minister’s funding approval for the project. The 
information within a completed PAR is drawn from completed funding applications as well as other information 
obtained from the applicant and other sources.  

008_EBD Application Form 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: Modified May 12, 2014 

Contents of the Document: The document is the application form used to apply for EBD funding. It also contains 
basic instructions on how to complete the form as well as providing CanNor contact information where support can 
be sought to complete the application form. 

009_EBD Program Guidelines 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: April 1, 2014 

Contents of the Document: Includes descriptions and examples for: (i) eligible recipients; (ii) eligible projects; (iii) 
eligible expenditures; (iv) application requirements; (v) project approval criteria; (vi) funding levels; and, (vii) terms 
and conditions of funding agreements. 

010_2005 EC Program Administration Manual 
Author: INAC 

Date Published: August 24, 2005 

Contents of the Document: The manual was written for the CEOP, CEDP and CSSP programs, but not the ABDP. 
The manual applies to all of Canada but it is not specific to the Territories. 

INAC’s economic development authorities, which had been in place since 1990, were updated under Treasury 
Board’s policy on transfer payments in June 2000. The manual is outdated and is no longer used. 

011_Federal Framework for Aboriginal Development 
Author: INAC 

Date Published: April 2009 

Contents of the Document: The Framework was developed by the Government of the day and was reportedly used to 
substantiate the Harmonization of the CEOP, CEDP and CSSP programs and subsequent transition to NAEOP. The 
Framework replaced the Canadian Aboriginal Economic Development Strategy (CAEDS) that was released in 1989. 
The reason for the new Framework was stated as: the conditions, needs, opportunities and relationships associated 
with aboriginal Canadians and economic development have changed significantly. 

Note: The current Government and CanNor no longer use the Framework as a policy development tool. 
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012_LEDSP Program Guidelines 
Author: INAC 

Date Published: Updated August 6, 2014 

Contents of the Document: The Lands and Economic Development Services Program (LEDSP) is funded and 
managed by INAC. LEDSP provides core-funding as well as targeted funding to First Nations and Inuit communities, 
and the organizations that they own and/or manage. Funding is available South of 60. 

The Guidelines includes descriptions and examples for: (i) eligible recipients; (ii) eligible projects; (iii) eligible 
expenditures; (iv) application requirements; (v) project approval criteria; (vi) funding levels; and, (vii) terms and 
conditions of funding agreements. 

013_ABDP Transfer Payment Terms and Conditions 
Author: INAC 

Date Published: Approved by Treasury Board July 23, 2003 with the most recent update being approved by Treasury 
Board on October 23, 2008. 

Contents of the Document: Describes the objectives, terms and conditions, eligibility criteria, eligible activities, 
assessment criteria, and special conditions for the Aboriginal Business Development Program. 

This document has been superseded NAEOP Transfer Payment Terms and Conditions which is presented on the 
following pages as document 016_NAEOP Transfer Payment Terms and Conditions. 

014_CEDP CSSP CEOP Terms and Conditions 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: 2009-10 

Contents of the Document: An update to INAC’s CEDP CSSP CEOP Terms and Conditions. It is identical to AANDC 
Authorities 372, 376, and 378. This document is quite like 003_CEOP, CEDP AND CSSP and Program Guidelines 
which was presented on the preceding pages. 

015_AED Program Guidelines 
Author: INAC, assumed 

Date Published: Unknown 

Contents of the Document: A summary of the four AED programs . . . seems to have been summarized for the 
Program Guidelines and the Ts&Cs. 

016_NAEOP Transfer Payment Terms and Conditions 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: Unknown  
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Contents of the Document: Given the uncertainty as to the accuracy of this version of the Ts&Cs, a more recent 
version was sought. Document 038_NAEOP Transfer Payment Terms and Conditions was obtained from the CanNor 
website @ http://www.cannor.gc.ca/eng/1396463487689/1396463603523  

017_NAEOP Identified Risks 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: Approved by CanNor Policy Committee on August 29, 2013. 

Contents of the Document: The risk drivers, risk levels and mitigation practices for the implementation of NAEOP are 
presented within this document. The risk drivers range from legal considerations; reaction of recipients to the 
changes; reaching expected outcomes; staff preparedness to implement NAEOP; through to the 11th which 
expresses concerns about performance measurement. 

018_NAEOP Program Control Framework 
Author: CanNor  

Date Published: Last approved by CanNor Policy Committee on January 14, 2014 

Contents of the Document: The document sets out program specific design, to clarify roles and responsibilities and 
provide administration of CanNor’s Northern Aboriginal Economic Opportunities Program (NAEOP). It contains 
greater detail than is reflected in the NAEOP Ts&Cs document.  

Note: Document 029_Program Management Control Framework is the same as this document except in MS 
Word. 

019_CROP Program Guidelines (CanNor) 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: Modified April 1, 2014, published on the Internet. 

Contents of the Document: A less technical version of the Ts&Cs for CROP. The document is designed to provide 
potential funding applicants on the eligibility criteria and the process to apply for funding. 

020_NAEOP Program Guide for EBD 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: April 14, 2014 

Contents of the Document: This is Section 7 of NAEOPs program guide for use by CanNor staff when delivering 
EBD. CanNor staff in Nunavut explained that the document is outdated, and that work has begun on updating the 
manual. Nothing has been done in about a year since staff is waiting for the new DGOps before continuing, as review 
and approvals are required. 

021_NAEOP Program Guide for CROP 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: Updated March 10, 2014 

http://www.cannor.gc.ca/eng/1396463487689/1396463603523
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Contents of the Document: This is Section 7 of NAEOPs program guide for use by CanNor staff when delivering 
CROP. CanNor staff in Nunavut explained that the document is outdated, and that work has begun on updating the 
manual. Nothing has been done in about a year since staff is waiting for the new DGOps before continuing as review 
and approvals are required. 

022_EBD Delivery Partners NAEOP Third-Party Delivery 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: Unknown 

Contents of the Document: Extract of a document (handwritten title is NAEOP Third Party Delivery Agreements) 
which discusses how a third-party delivery partner is selected and some other basic information. 

023_EBD Delivery Partners 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: During or after 2015-16 

Contents of the Document: Two-page PowerPoint identifying the three ASDPs and the three XDOs. This document 
was produced in support of an anticipated review of CanNor’s suite of policies and programs in support of the 
Innovation and Growth Agenda. 

024_Review of Community Readiness Initiative (CRI) September 2016 
Author: DPRA Canada Inc. 

Date Published: September 30, 2016 

Contents of the Document: A review of CanNor’s CRI (pilot 2013-2016) which has similarities to CROP but which is 
tied to community readiness. Participants highlighted relationship – building and support between communities and 
CanNor’s and NPMO office as essential to supporting the success of the planning process. CanNor staff particularly 
expressed value of CRI in enabling strategic partnerships across federal and territorial departments. Community 
involvement in the CRI has also helped, to varying degrees, to raise community awareness and knowledge of 
resource development projects and the opportunities available through these projects. 

025_Strategic Framework 2013-2018 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: Uncertain, probably 2012-2013 

Contents of the Document: This document is for all CanNor. The framework includes: vision statement; mandate; 
identifies the stakeholders including the indigenous population as a percentage of total population in the territories; 
discusses major sectors of involvement; the economy; CanNor strategic focus areas.  

026_Minister re Core-funding [Advice to Minister] 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: March 2, 2017 
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Contents of the Document: This is a protected document and a description will not be provided here. The document 
does not impact on the formative evaluation. 

027_AED and NAEOP Contribution Budgets 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: 

Contents of the Document: Budget information for the four years covered by evaluation. 

028_Staff Information Session Harmonization 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: March 18-19, 2014 

Contents of the Document: High-level five-page PowerPoint presentation explaining the move from AED to NAEOP 
and the changes that will be occurring. 

029_Program Management Control Framework 
Author: CanNor  

Date Published: Last approved by CanNor Policy Committee on January 14, 2014 

Contents of the Document: The document sets out program specific design, to clarify roles and responsibilities and 
provide administration of CanNor’s Northern Aboriginal Economic Opportunities Program (NAEOP). It contains 
greater detail than is reflected in the NAEOP Ts&Cs document.  

Note: Document 018_Program Management Control Framework is the same as this document except it is 
scanned. 

030_Transition Plan Implementation Plan 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: updated January 2014 

Contents of the Document: The only identified implementation plan. Covers the period January 2013 through to 
March 2017. While the objectives and’ steps’ are identified, both from a policy and operational level, there are no 
updates after January 2014. 

Note: This document was received March 27, 2017 and was not available at the time that the evaluation was 
designed, and the expanded evaluation matrix was created. 

031_Harmonization Crosswalk Pre-April 2014 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: May 13, 2013 
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Contents of the Document: The crosswalk compares the Ts&Cs between those that are being proposed and those 
that existed in May 2013. Where changes are identified there are often notes and rationale as to why the changes 
were made. 

032_NAEOP Budget 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: Received from CanNor December 2016. 

Contents of the Document:  Multi-year budget for CanNor showing planned and actual disbursements. 

033_Federal Budget 2017 
Author: Government of Canada 

Date Published: March 22, 2017 

Contents of the Document: The federal budget that was tabled in the House of Commons. 

034_NAEOP Budget Amended 
Author: CanNor and ASAinc 

Date Published: Updated from 032_NAEOP Budget 

Contents of the Document: This document was formatted and restructured a bit so that would fit within the evaluation 
report.  

035_CRI Review November 2016 
Author: DPRA Canada Inc. 

Date Published: November 2016 

Contents of the Document: A review of CanNor’s CRI (pilot 2013-2016) which has similarities to CROP but which is 
tied to community readiness. Participants highlighted relationship – building and support between communities and 
CanNor’s and NPMO office as essential to supporting the success of the planning process. CanNor staff particularly 
expressed value of CRI in enabling strategic partnerships across federal and territorial departments. Community 
involvement in the CRI has also helped, to varying degrees, to raise community awareness and knowledge of 
resource development projects and the opportunities available through these projects. 

036_KIA Business Funding Application Guideline 
Author: Kitikmeot Inuit Association 

Date Published: March 2014 

Contents of the Document: The Kitikmeot Inuit Association (KIA) administers two small-business funding programs: 
(i) Kitikmeot Business Assistance Program (KBAP); and, (ii) Nunavut Sivummut Program (NS). The purpose of these 
programs is to help provide jobs and income for Kitikmeot Inuit through establishment and expansion of Inuit-owned 
businesses. 
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The purpose of these easy to read guidelines is to provide an explanation of the programs, and instructions on 
preparing applications.  These guidelines are meant to improve the quality of applications submitted, so the KIA can 
process applications quickly for our clients. The main topics that are covered include: (i) The Application Process; (ii) 
Timeline for Applications; (iii) Reporting Requirements; and, (iv) a sample of the application forms used by the 
Kitikmeot Inuit Association. 

037_NAEOP Summary of Amendments 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: Likely 2013-14 

Contents of the Document: This document provides a list of the proposed changes, about three pages in length. Do 
not know what was the source of this information. 

038_NAEOP Transfer Payment Terms and Conditions 
Author: CanNor 

Date Published: Updated 10 November 2016. Viewed at CanNor website  

Contents of the Document: The document contains: (i) Legal and Policy Authority; (ii) Purpose, Objectives and 
Expected Results; (iii) Eligible Recipients; (iv) Eligible Initiatives and Projects; (v) Eligible Expenditures; (vi) Stacking 
Limits; (vii) Method for Determining the Amount of Funding; (viii) Maximum Amount Payable; (ix) Basis on Which 
Payments will be Made; (x) Information (Application) Requirements; (xi) Assessment Criteria; (xii) Monitoring and 
Reporting Mechanisms; (xiii) Redistribution of Contributions; (xiv) Repayable and Conditionally Repayable; (xv) 
Contributions; (xvi) Official Languages; and, (xvii) Other Terms and Conditions. 
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Appendix 2. RENOVATION IN THE NORTH; THE 2012 VISION 

The 2012 vision for the Harmonization of NAEOP was presented in the October 5, 2012 PowerPoint presentation 
Renovation in the North used to brief and seek Ministerial direction for the replacement of AED by NAEOP. Page 8 of 
the presentation to the Minister is presented below: 24 
 

Renovation in the North 
 
Where We Are …. 
 

Only 20% of the current envelope supports opportunity/driven business development. 
 
On-going population-based core-funding results in support that is not based on results nor is necessarily 
driven by economic opportunities. 
 
Varied Duplicative delivery models. 
 
Cumbersome application and reporting burden complicated funding agreements and results frequently in 
missed opportunities 

 
Where We Are Going … 
 

One Northern Aboriginal Economic Opportunities Program reduces duplication and aligns with all CanNor 
activities. 
 
Realign funding to increase support for business development. 
 
Targeted opportunity-driven results-based funding at the speed of business using multi-year agreements. 
 
Built upon existing aboriginal governance structures, economic development organizations and territorial 
governments efforts. 

 
 
During the Phase I development of the Expanded Detailed Evaluation Matrix, the evaluators used the Renovation in 
the North PowerPoint presentation and identified six unique elements within CanNor’s vision for the Harmonization of 
NAEOP: 
 

 Increased support for businesses versus communities; 25 
 Program delivery at the speed of business; 26 
 Multi-year agreements;  
 Delivery closer to Indigenous communities; 27 

                                                             
24  The entirety of the presentation has not been included because portions are classified. 
25  In 2012 CanNor did not state whether community owned businesses would be included under the business heading or 

communities heading. In more recent years CanNor has interpreted community owned businesses to be included under the 
business heading. Community projects are now defined as capacity development and core funding. 

26  No standard was identified or developed to explain what CanNor's expectations were with respect to speed of business. 
27  CanNor they not state what it meant by delivery being closer to Indigenous communities. Some CanNor staff interpret closer 

as being geographically closer while others interpret closer as having the programs being delivered by indigenous 
organizations. Although 
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 Simplified application; and,  
 Improved less burdensome reporting. 

 

Observation: The 2012 Harmonization Targets did not include the elimination of core-funding. That decision was 
taken in 2013-14. 
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Appendix 3. PROGRAM RENEWAL, STAFF BRIEFING, MARCH18-19, 2014   

CanNor conducted staff briefing sessions to explain the Harmonization of CanNor’s Aboriginal Economic 
Development Programs, NAEOP. Following are the key elements of the briefing sessions. The staff presentation in 
its entirety is included as 028_Staff Information Session Harmonization within the working papers. 

Purpose of Harmonization 

Program review and Harmonization was undertaken to: 

 Align with the strategic priorities of the 2009 Federal Framework for Aboriginal Economic Development.  
 

 Make programs more relevant and effective in supporting the increased participation of northern Aboriginal 
people in economic opportunities, informed by partner and stakeholder engagement. 
 

 NAEOP is proposal-based, opportunity-driven, focused on results and geared towards maximizing economic 
opportunities for Aboriginal communities and businesses in the territories.  
 

 NAEOP is expected to result in: 
 
o Improved program management efficiency through a single-window approach and standardized 

program management and administration processes. 
 

o Increased flexibility and simplified process for recipients through, for example, a single application 
process, multi-year agreements, streamlined reporting.  

 
 NAEOP delivery and implementation is guided by:  

o NAEOP Terms and Conditions 
o NAEOP Management Control Framework 
o NAEOP Performance Measurement Strategy 
o NAEOP Program Risk Assessment and Mitigation Framework  
o NAEOP – Community Readiness and Opportunities Planning Guidelines  
o NAEOP – Entrepreneurship and Business Development Guidelines 

 
 CanNor Policy remains responsible for amendments to and interpretation of the program Terms and 

Conditions, Management Control Framework and Performance Measurement Strategy.    

 

Expected Results of Harmonization 

NAEOP was presented as a single program composed of two streams; thus, Harmonization was presented as four 
AED programs rolled into a single NAEOP program. 

Ministerial Authority was used to implement Harmonization. Treasury Board approval was not sought. 

The following table was presented to CanNor staff to explain Harmonization. 
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Table 9: Harmonization Approved under Ministerial Authority – December 12, 2013    

AED Programs until March 31, 2014  NAEOP as of April 1, 2014 
Authority Programs  Authority Program 

Payments to 
support Indians, 
Inuit and Innu 
for the purpose 
of supplying 
public services 
in economic 
development 

Community Economic 
Development Program (CEDP): 
Increase participation of First 
Nations and Inuit communities in 
the economy by providing 
financial support to enhance the 
economic development capacity 
of communities 
 

 Contributions to 
Support 
Aboriginal 
Participation in 
the Northern 
Economy   

Northern Aboriginal Economic 
Opportunities Program (NAEOP):  
 
a) Community Readiness and 
Opportunity Planning (CROP) 
stream - project-based support to 
First Nations and Inuit communities 
and organizations for capacity and 
readiness activities so that 
communities are able to plan for, 
pursue and participate in economic 
opportunities 
 
b) Entrepreneurship and 
Business Development (EBD) 
stream - assist Aboriginal 
entrepreneurs, businesses and 
organizations in the pursuit of 
economic opportunities for the 
benefit of Aboriginal people; project-
based support for the establishment 
or expansion of Aboriginal 
businesses 

Community Support Services 
Program (CSSP): Increase 
participation of First Nations and 
Inuit communities in the 
economy by funding the 
implementation of national and 
regional plans to deliver support 
services to First Nations and 
Inuit community economic 
development organizations 
 

 

Community Economic 
Opportunities Program 
(CEOP): Increase participation of 
First Nations and Inuit 
communities in the economy by 
providing project-based support 
to communities that have the 
best opportunities for public 
services in economic 
development 
 

 

Contributions 
under the 
Aboriginal 
Business 
Development 
Program 

Aboriginal Business 
Development Program (ABDP): 
Increase the number of viable 
businesses in Canada owned 
and controlled by Aboriginal 
Canadians 

 

 

 

Program Implementation, Key Changes 

Harmonization was designed to change and improve program delivery. The following table presents the key changes 
identified during the staff briefings. 
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Table 10: Key Changes for Program Implementation 
Old AED Programs  NAEOP 

1) Eligibility:  Support to non-Aboriginal 
corporations, associations, cooperatives and 
institutions which provide or are planning to provide 
economic development services for the benefit of 
FNs and Inuit communities (CEDP) 
 

 1) Eligibility:  Non-Aboriginal organizations are no 
longer eligible recipients; Municipal corporations 
representing majority Aboriginal populations (based on 
latest census) will continue to be eligible recipients; No 
change in eligibility for Métis 

2) Support to FNs and Inuit Communities: 
- Population-based allocation funding under CEDP, 
based on community operating plans   

 2) Support to FNs and Inuit Communities: Emphasis 
on economic opportunity-driven and proposal-based 
support for planning and readiness. Phase out of 
population-based allocation [core] funding over 4 years 
by 25% per year; multi-year agreements in place with 
most former CEDP recipients 
 

3) Support for Aboriginal Financial Institutions 
(AFIs) and alternate service delivery (Aboriginal 
programs only): 
 Business Support Officer (BSO) funding under 
ABDP.  XDO and alternate service delivery under 
ABDP only 

 3) Support for AFIs and alternate service delivery 
(Aboriginal programs only): Northern AFIs (current 
recipients of BSO funding) are eligible for 
developmental lending under AANDC’s Aboriginal 
Developmental Lending Assistance (ADLA) program 
through NACCA. Operating funding for alternate 
service delivery will be sourced under CROP 
 

4) Minimum Equity: Under ABDP, varying by type 
of recipient (e.g., youth) 
 

 4) Minimum Equity: Standardized at 10% 
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Appendix 4. ELEMENTS OF CANNOR’S GOVERNANCE STRUCTURE 

 

Senior Management Committee 

The Senior Management Committee is the Official-level decision-making committee for all CanNor matters and is 
chaired by the President. It is responsible for the governance and oversight of the Agency. The SMC: 

 Sets corporate values, management practice, strategic direction and integrated business plans; 
 Approves policies, programs, projects and management undertakings, and ensures overall organizational 

alignment, integration and awareness;  
 Oversees activities and performance in relation to values, management practice, strategy and plans; and 
 Approves multi-year monitoring, audit, evaluation and reporting plans for the policy and programs, and tasks 

for off-plan audits and evaluations as required. 

 

Policy, Planning & Operations Committee 

The Policy, Planning & Operations Committee provides a forum to examine and discuss the Agency’s strategic 
issues and priorities for advancing northern economic opportunities with respect to policy development, corporate 
planning, program management and delivery, and stakeholder engagement.   

The committee provides advice and guidance, and makes recommendations to SMC with respect to policy, planning 
and operational issues. Specifically, the committee will: 

 Identify strategic priorities to help deliver on the Agency’s mandate and track progress;   
 Examine trends and issues related to northern economic development and the impact on CanNor’s policy 

and program interventions, including in support of major projects; 
 Consider innovative strategies and initiatives to strengthen the Agency’s program management functions;  
 Discuss trends in actual and forecasted spending for the Agency’s contribution funding with a view to 

determining funding approaches and strategies; and 
 Support the integration of strategic communications into Agency activities. 

 

Extended Management Committee 

Extended Management Committee will support the work of the Agency at the management level and is chaired by 
the President. The EMC: 

 Provides a forum for key messages from the President to Agency management; 
 Provides a forum for management to provide information to the President on the status of work and of new 

initiatives; 
 Promotes meaningful engagement of all executives, resource managers and other key advisors in the 

direction of the Agency; and 
 Strengthen the awareness, capabilities, alignment and teamwork of the leadership cadre on all policies, 

programs, projects and management undertakings of the Agency. 
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Resource Management Committee 

the Resource Management Committee supports the work and responsibilities of the Agency for sound resource 
management, stewardship, and human resources management.  RMC assists CanNor senior management in: 

 Advancing the Government of Canada’s People Management Strategy;  
 Addressing workforce and workplace related matters; 
 Promoting strong stewardship of financial resources; 
 Ensuring transparency in the allocation of funds; and,  
 Promoting compliance with procurement policies and objectives. 

 

Program Management Control Framework 

In a broad sense, the management control framework for each program includes the full set of processes and 
guidelines which govern program operations, including the CanNor Management Control Framework for Grants and 
Contributions.  

The purpose of this document is to set out program-specific design, to clarify roles and responsibilities and guide 
administration of CanNor’s Northern Aboriginal Economic Opportunities Program (NAEOP). It contains greater detail 
than is reflected in the NAEOP Terms and Conditions (Ts&Cs) document Contributions to Support Aboriginal 
Participation in the Northern Economy. In conjunction with the NAEOP Ts&Cs and the NAEOP Program Performance 
Measurement Strategy (PMS), it provides the policy framework for implementation of the program, including any 
design specifics approved at Cabinet level, as well as any areas where CanNor Policy Committee has established 
further clarification prior to implementation. 

Consistent with this Program Management Control Framework (MCF), CanNor’s Operations, Finance and 
Communications units may, through their established processes, identify further tools, processes or standards for 
delivery of the NAEOP.   
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Appendix 5. DETAILED BUDGET 

This Appendix presents the start of year budget allocations and the actual expenditures for the fiver-year period 
covered by this evaluation, 2011/12 through to 2015/16. 

The information presented in the following table was provided by CanNor. 

 

 

Source: CanNor’s financial management system.  

  

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16  Totals 

Nunavut CROP - A llocated Funds (former CEDP) $2,843,879 $2,894,959 $1,847,509

CROP - Opportunities Based Funds 
(former CEOP, CSSP)

$1,161,852 $1,272,254 $2,102,911

EBD - Opportunities Based Funds (former 
ABDP)

$1,116,312 $1,175,098 $500,000 $1,526,250 $2,273,000 $6,590,660

Nunavut Total $5,122,043 $5,342,311 $4,450,420 $3,357,566 $4,231,756 $22,504,096

NWT CROP - A llocated Funds (former CEDP) $1,701,770 $1,922,000 $1,959,000

CROP - Opportunities Based Funds 
(former CEOP, CSSP)

$2,274,943 $1,343,400 $952,341

EBD - Opportunities Based Funds (former 
ABDP)

$759,998 $960,731 $0 $206,000 $1,066,666 $2,993,395

NWT Total $4,736,711 $4,226,131 $2,911,341 $3,051,827 $2,993,701 $17,919,711

Yukon CROP - A llocated Funds (former CEDP) $340,032 $338,389 $348,712

CROP - Opportunities Based Funds 
(former CEOP, CSSP)

$613,203 $615,489 $390,709

EBD - Opportunities Based Funds (former 
ABDP)

$773,335 $323,147 $135,204 $1,608,888 $415,938 $3,256,512

Yukon Total $1,726,570 $1,277,025 $874,625 $2,351,387 $1,583,668 $7,813,275

DG Ops DG Ops Total $0 $0 $0 $0 $0 $0

Summary $11,585,324 $10,845,467 $8,236,386 $8,760,780 $8,809,125 $48,237,082

2011/12 2012/13 2013/14 2014/15 2015/16 Summary

$4,885,681 $5,155,348 $4,155,221

$4,049,998 $3,231,143 $3,445,961

$2,649,645 $2,458,976 $635,204 $3,341,138 $3,755,604 $12,840,567

$11,585,324 $10,845,467 $8,236,386 $8,760,780 $8,809,125 $48,237,082

$15,913,436

$14,926,316

$4,556,763

$35,396,515$5,419,642 $5,053,521

$1,958,756

$2,845,827 $1,927,035

$742,499 $1,167,730

CanNor total - CROP - Opportunities Based 
Funds (former CEOP, CSSP)

CanNor total -EBD - Opportunities Based Funds 
(former ABDP)

CanNor total

CanNor total - CROP - Allocated Funds (former 
CEDP)

$1,831,316

 Actual Expenditures 
AED NAEOP Region  Program 
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Appendix 6. TRANSITION/IMPLEMENTATION PLAN 

This Section presents last version CanNor’s Transition Plan which had been approved by Policy Committee on 
March 1, 2013 and updated on January 16, 2014.  Except for a formatting change to fit the plan within this report and 
the exclusion of edits, the transition plan is as presented in 2014. 

 

CanNor Aboriginal Economic Development Program Harmonization 

Transition Plan 

 To identify key deliverables, timeframes, leads and specific steps and resources required to carry the 
transition to a renovated Aboriginal economic development program  

 

Transition Year 1 (April 2013 - March 2014) 

Objectives: 

 Develop and put in place program materials, processes and systems 
 Develop a third-party delivery strategy / approach (e.g., existing arrangements, potential pilots with new 

delivery organizations) 
 Identify program delivery needs (e.g., capacity, guidelines) 
 Manage stakeholder communications and expectations  
 Develop a formal understanding with AANDC on access to national programs 

 

Planning area Steps Status Lead 

Program Materials, 
Processes and 
Systems 

o Finalize Program 
Management Control 
Framework 

o Program Performance 
Measurement Strategy 

o Changes to the Chart of 
Accounts, as needed 

o Finalize amendments based on 
legal review (due week of 
January 13, 2014) 

√ Interim MCF approved by Policy 
Committee April 19, 2013) 

√ Approved by Policy Committee – 
August 29, 2013 

o Amendments based on Ts&Cs and 
MCF (due March 31, 2014) 

Policy with 
support from 
Ops, as 
needed 

 

Third-Party Delivery 
Approach 

o Initiate process to identify 
necessary steps for 
becoming a delivery partner 

o Develop assessment 
criteria; guidelines; 
information and reporting 
requirements; fee for 
service model; annex to the 
contribution agreement 
model; communication 
materials for potential 
candidates  

- Work with potential third-

√ A task force on the development of 
alternate service delivery 
framework established (all 
northern AFIs and CEDOs); met 
on Sept 10 and           Nov 27-28; 
follow up meetings/calls to be 
scheduled as needed 

√ ASD Critical Path developed for 
documentation, call for proposals, 
and implementation  

o Target for ASD implementation: – 
June 2014 

Policy and 
Ops  
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party delivery partners on 
identifying capacity needs 
and necessary steps to 
reach formal delivery 
agreements (e.g., 
potentially develop a 
candidate specific program 
delivery plan) 

o Pilot a new delivery partner 
arrangement, if possible 

Program delivery 
and implementation 

o Develop program forms 
and applications (e.g., 
PAR/PSR) 

o Amend the Contribution 
Agreement Model, as 
needed (e.g., project 
description section) 

o Develop additional 
guidelines, review existing 
ones, etc. (e.g., third-party 
delivery arrangements, 
NPMO’s community 
readiness initiative) 

o Identify if specific 
knowledge / staff capacity 
is required 

o Ops Forms Working Group 
established and developing 
necessary materials (e.g., on-line 
based application form, staff 
delivery guidelines, recipient 
guidelines) In progress 

o Materials due March 31, 2014 
(regions will manage informally 
post April 1, if needed)   

o No specific amendments to the 
Contribution Agreements Model 
identified for the moment 

Ops 

CEDP phase out 
management 

o Planned launch of Year 1 of 
CEDP phase-out as of April 
1, 2014 

o Sign multi-year agreements 
where possible 

o Develop CEDP phase-out 
communication materials 
(e.g., letters)  

o Manage stakeholder 
communication (e.g., 
engage / follow up with 
stakeholders) 

√ Initial communication with 
stakeholders completed in all three 
territories 

√ Letters sent out in NWT.  
o Follow-up informal communication 

in all three territories, including in 
the context of ASD task force. In 
progress 

Ops 

Stakeholder 
communications 

o Strategy / approach to 
stakeholder 
communications 

o Communication materials 
(e.g., website update, 
FAQs on transition)  

o Stakeholder expectation 
management on transition 
and new program elements 

√ Approach identified: low-key and 
targeted to specific stakeholders  

√ Media lines and Qs and As 
developed and approved 

- Draft Communication materials for 
website for April 1 launch (due 
March 2014)  

 

Comms with 
support from 
Policy and 
Ops as 
needed  
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Access to national 
programs 

 

o Work with AANDC on a 
formal understanding on 
access to national 
programs 

o Continue collaboration with 
AANDC and NACCA on the 
changes to national 
programming for AFIs 

o Briefing material and Annex to 
AANDC/CanNor MOU on Transfer 
of Programs - BN for CanNor and 
AANDC DMs’ signature (due 
March 31, 2014) 
 

o Policy representation at the 
AANDC/NACCA Technical 
Advisory Group (TAG) next 
meeting January 21-22, 2014 
 

Policy with 
Ops, as 
needed 

o Develop specific guidelines 
for staff, if needed 

o Monitor access and raise 
issues  

o On-going Ops 

 

Transition Year 2 (April 2014 – March 2015) 

Objectives: 

- Launch new program forms and assessment process 
- Work with candidates for third-party delivery partnership towards formal agreements 
- Develop strategies / mechanisms to address identified program delivery needs 

 

Planning area Steps Status Lead 

Program Materials, 
Processes and 
Systems 

- Launch new program forms 
and assessment process 

- Monitor, and remedy issues 
with, the new process 

 Ops 

 

Third-Party Delivery 
Approach 

- Continue work with potential 
third-party delivery partners 
on identifying capacity needs 
and necessary steps to 
reach formal delivery 
agreements (e.g., potentially 
develop a candidate-specific 
program delivery plan) 

- Sign agreements where 
possible  

 Ops  

Program delivery  - Strategies / steps to address 
identified additional program 
delivery needs (e.g., staff 
workshops, development of 
additional program delivery 
literature) 

- Monitor and manage 
delivery of new programming 

 Ops 
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Stakeholder 
communications 

- Manage on-going 
communications with 
stakeholders on new 
programming 

 Comms / Ops  

Access to national 
programs 

- Continue collaboration with 
AANDC on delivery of 
national programs in the 
North 

- Monitor Northerners’ access 
to national programs 

 Ops and 
Policy, where 
needed 

CEDP phase out 
management 

- Monitor shift from CEDP 
allocations to opportunity-
based programming for 
CEDP recipients 

- Manage potential 
challenges, where needed  

 Ops and 
Policy, where 
needed  

 

Transition Year 3 (April 2015 – March 2016) 

Objectives: 

 Manage delivery of the new program 
 Sign enhanced third-party delivery agreements where possible 

 

Planning area Steps Status Lead 

Program delivery  - Monitor and manage 
delivery of new programming 

 Ops 

Third-Party Delivery 
Approach 

- Continue to work with 
potential third-party delivery 
partners on identifying 
capacity needs and 
necessary steps to reach 
formal delivery agreements 
(e.g., potentially develop a 
candidate specific program 
delivery plan) 

- Sign agreements where 
possible  

- Enhance third-party delivery 
agreements to community 
economic development 
where possible  

 Ops  

Stakeholder 
communications 

- Manage on-going 
communications with 
stakeholders on new 
programming 

 Comms / 
Ops  

Access to national 
programs 

- Monitor access to national 
programs 

 Ops 
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CEDP phase-out 
management 

- Monitor shift from CEDP 
allocations to opportunity-
based programming for 
CEDP recipients 

- Manage potential 
challenges, where needed 

 Ops and 
Policy, 
where 
needed  

 

Transition Year 4 (April 2016 – March 2017) 

Objectives: 

- Manage delivery of the new program 
- Manage final year of CEDP phase-out 
- Final year of CEDP phase-out – develop necessary communication strategies / products to manage end of 

transition  
 

Planning area Steps Status Lead 

Program delivery  - Monitor and manage 
delivery of new programming 

 Ops 

Third-Party Delivery 
Approach 

- Continue to work with 
potential third-party delivery 
partners on identifying 
capacity needs and 
necessary steps to reach 
formal delivery agreements 
(e.g., potentially develop a 
candidate specific program 
delivery plan) 

- Sign agreements where 
possible  

- Enhance third-party delivery 
agreements to community 
economic development 
where possible  

 Ops  

Stakeholder 
communications 

- Manage on-going 
communications with 
stakeholders on new 
programming 

 Comms / 
Ops  

Access to national 
programs 

- Monitor access to national 
programs 

 Ops 

CEDP phase out 
management 

- Monitor access to 
opportunities-based 
programming for CEDP 
recipients 

- Manage final year of CEDP 
phase-out  

 Ops and 
Comms / 
Policy as 
needed 
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Annex: Transition Plan for January – March 2013 (completed) 

Objectives: 

- Initiate and facilitate a transition planning process  
- Seek approvals on the proposed transition plan: Approved by Policy Committee - March 1, 2013 
- Seek approvals on Harmonized Ts&Cs for program delivery starting April, 2013: Program implementation 

planned for April 1, 2014 
- Seek approvals on CEDP phase out options: Approved by Policy Committee – April 19, 2013 

Planning area Steps Status Lead 

Program Materials, 
Processes and Systems  

- Terms and Conditions 
(Ts&Cs) 

o Draft Terms and Conditions 
o Ts&Cs Crosswalk and 

Rationale 
o Follow up discussions with 

Central Agencies (CAs) 
- Program Management 

Control Framework (MCF) 
- Performance Measurement 

Strategy (PMS) 
- Changes to the Chart of 

Accounts, as needed 

√ Completed:  
o Crosswalk approved by CAs – 

June 2013 
o Awaiting Ministerial sign off to 

Ts&Cs 
- In progress:  
o amendments based on legal 

review (due Dec 31 2013) 
o Interim MCF approved by 

Policy Committee April 19 
2013) 

√ Completed:  
o Approved by policy 

Committee – August 29 2013 
- In progress:  
o amendments based on Ts&Cs 

and MCF (due March 31 
2014) 

Policy with 
support 
from Ops as 
needed 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Transition planning - Launch of a Policy / Ops 
Working Group 

- Develop a Transition Plan 
and seek senior 
management approvals  
 

√ Completed:  
o Policy/Ops WG established 

and meeting weekly or as 
needed 

o Transition Plan approved by 
Policy Committee – March 1, 
2013 

Policy and 
Ops 

Stakeholder 
communication 

- Draft strategy on stakeholder 
communications – approach, 
mechanism (e.g. follow up to 
summer 2012 engagements) 
 

- In progress:  
√ Strategy identified: low key 

and targeted to specific 
stakeholders  

o Under Review – Draft 
Communication materials for 
website, Media lines, Qs and 
As (due Jan 31 2014) 

Policy and 
Comms with 
input from 
Ops as 
needed 

CEDP phase out  - Identify phase out options 
and seek senior 
management approvals 

- Manage stakeholder 
communication, as needed  

√ Phase out approved by Policy 
Committee – April 19, 2013 

- In progress: 
o Initial communication with 

stakeholders in all 3 
territories, but not sufficient for 
some groups (e.g., Nu).  

Ops with 
support 
from Policy 
as needed 
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